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NAGRA NTB 87-14E

FOREWORD

- I -

Concepts which foresee the disposal of radioactive waste in geological for
mations lay great weight on acquiring knowledge of the proposed host rock
and the surrounding rock strata. For this reason, Nagra has, since May 1984,
been operating the Grimsel Test Site which is situated at a depth of 450 m
in the crystalline formation of the Aar Massif. The general objectives of
the research being carr ied out in th is system of test tunne1s inc1ude, in
particular

the build-up of know-how in planning, performing and interpreting under
ground experiments in different scientific fields and

the aquisition of practical experience in developing, testing and apply
ing test equipment and measuring techniques.

The Test Site (GTS) is operated by Nagra. On the basis of a German-Swiss co
operation agreement, the various experiments are carried out by Nagra, the
Federal Institute for Geoscience and Natural Resources (BGR) and the Rese
arch Centre for Environmental Sciences (GSF); the latter two bodies are sup
ported in this venture by the German Federal Ministry for Research and Tech
nology (BMFT).

NTB 85-47 gives an overview of the GTS and a review of the status of the in
vestigation programme as at August 1985.

This report was produced in accordance with the cooperation agreement between the three partners mentioned
previously. The authors have presented their own opinions and conclusions, which do not necessarily coin
cide with those of Nagra, BGR or GSF.
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VORWORT

- 11 -

Bei Konzepten, die die Endlagerung radioaktiver Abf~lle in geologischen For
mationen vorsehen, ist die Kenntnis des Wirtgesteins und der angrenzenden
Gestei nsschichten von grund legender Bedeutung. Di e Nagra betrei bt desha lb
seit Mai 1984 das Felslabor Grimsel in 450 m Tiefe im Kristallin des Aarmas
sivs. Die generelle Zielsetzung fUr die Arbeiten in diesem System von Ver
suchsstollen umfasst insbesondere

den Aufbau von Know-how in der Planung, AusfUhrung und Interpretation von
Untergrundversuchen in verschiedenen Experimentierbereichen und

den Erwerb prakt i scher Erfahrung in der Entwi ck 1ung, Erprobung und dem
Einsatz von Testapparaturen und Messverfahren.

Das Felslabor (FLG) wird durch die Nagra betrieben. Die verschiedenen Unter
suchungen werden aufgrund eines deutsch-schweizerischen Zusammenarbeitsver
trages durch die Nagra, die Bundesanstalt fUr Geowissenschaften und Rohstof
fe (BGR) und die Gesellschaft fUr Strahlen- und Umweltforschung (GSF) durch
gefUhrt, beide qef'ordert vom Deutschen Bundesministerium fUr Forschung und
Technologie (BMFT).

Eine Uebersicht des FLG und die Zusammenfassungen der Untersuchungsprogramme
sind mit Status August 1985 im NTB 85-47 enthalten.

Der vorliegende Bericht wurde im Rahmen der Zusammenarbeit zwischen den drei Partnern erstellt. Die Auto
ren haben ihre eigenen Ansichten und Schlussfolgerungen dargelegt. Diese mUssen nicht unbedingt mit denje
nigen der Nagra, BGR oder GSF Ubereinstimmen.
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AVANT-PROPOS

- III -

La connaissance de la roche d'accueil et des couches rocheuses avoisinantes
est d1importance fondamenta le pour l' elaboration de concepts prevoyant le
stockage de dechets radioactifs dans des formations geologiques. C1est pour
cela que la Cedre exploite depuis mai 1984 le laboratoire souterrain du
Grimsel a 450 m de profondeur dans le cristallin du massif de l'Aar. Les ob
jectifs generaux des travaux menes dans ce complexe de galeries d'essais
comprennent notamment:

la constitution d'un savoir-faire dans la preparation, l'execution et
11interpretation d'essais souterrains dans divers domaines et

l ' acquisit ion d1exper ience prat ique dans le deve loppement, 1a mi se a
11epreuve et 11engagement d' apparei 11 ages d1essa is et de techn iques de
mesure.

Le laboratoire souterrain est exploite par la Cedra. Les differentes recher
ches sont rea 1i sees dans 1e cadre d1un accord de eo11 aborat ion germano
suisse par la Cedra, la "Bundesanstalt fUr Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe"
(BGR) et la "Gesellschaft fUr Strahlen- und Umweltforschung" (GSF), ces deux
dernieres instances etant soutenues par 1e Mi ni stere all emand pour 1a re
cherche et la technologie (BMFT).

Un aper~u du laboratoire souterrain et un resume des programmes de recher
ches apparaissent dans le rapport NTB 85-47 d'aoQt 1985.

Le present rapport a ete elabore dans le cadre de la collaboration entre les trois partenaires. Les au
teurs ont presente leurs vues et conclusions personnelles. Celles-ci ne doivent pas forcement correspondre
a celles de la Cedra, de la BGR et de la GSF.
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ABSTRACT

- IX -

This report discusses the results of geological and petrographic
investigations which were carried out in the Juchlistock and Grim
sel Test Site (GTS) area between 1980 and 1987. The investigations
basically consisted of:

- geological surface mapping of the Juchlistock;
- geological mapping of around 840 mof tunnel;
- logging of around 1476 mof cored boreholes;
- statistical evaluation and interpretation of around 3500 struc-

tural data points (underground);
- hydrogeological investigations such as measurement of the dis

charge of formation water into tunnels and boreholes.

!Jeology

The GTS is located in the southern part of the Central Aar Massif,
around 400 m be1ow the surface of the Juch1istock. The rocks in
this area are almost exclusively granitic, the northern' part of the
GTS being located in Central Aare granite and the southern part in
Gr imse 1 granod ior i te. These rocks are intruded by sets of
lamprophyres and, to a lesser extent, by aplites. The Variscan age
of solidification of the granites is approximately 290-300 Ma and
that of the aplites around 250 Ma.

The whole Aar Massif was subjected to strong alpine deformation and
metamorph i sm, The dominant textura1 overprint ing of the rocks
occurred contemporaneously with the development of the greenschist
facies metamorphism some 20-25 Ma ago. The P-T conditions during
the metamorphism were 400-450°C for temperature and around 3kb for
pressure, corresponding to a depth of 10 km. The deformation
affected all the rocks but overprinted them to varying degrees, so
that both ductile and brittle structures occurred. The former
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include schistosities, shear zones and mylonites and the latter
cross- and shear fractures. Metamorph ic a1terat ions accompan ied
and, to some extent, promoted the ductile deformation, e.g. the
alteration of potassium feldspar to micaceous minerals.

In addition to these structures, tension joints were formed during
a later phase of the alpine textural overprinting, mainly along
significant mechanical discontinuities such as granite/lamprophyre
contacts. The minimum age of these tension joints is 15 Ma. The
formation of these features was accompanied by strong hydrothermal
activity. Some areas of rock were leached, leading to a marked
increase in porosity (to a max. of 18 Vol-%). This hydrothermal
fluid circulation also sealed most of the brittle structures.

The alpine orogeny was followed by the uplift of the Aar Massif,
which is still occurring to some extent today. During this uplift
phase, the most significant zones of weakness were reactivated, the
resu 1t bei ng the formation of the major i ty of the open fractures
which today represent potential water flow-paths.

Structural geology

For the purposes of statistical evaluation, the brittle structure
data points were divided into categories depending on the mineral
coatings on the fracture surfaces. The data come from the tunnel
sections and from 12 boreholes. Three discontinuity systems with a
ductile origin and preferred mineral orientation could be recog
nised:

the NE-SW-striking main schistosity S2 which dips steeply to the
SE and
the steep shear surfaces conjugate to S2, i ,e. S1 (often sub
parallel to 52) and 53 (E-W strike).
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5ince 51 can barely be distinguished from 52 on the basis of
azimuth and angle of dip alone, these two systems were treated
together (51 + 52).

5ix brittle structure systems are also covered (generally described
by K,except for the nomenclature 54 and 55 originating from 5TEeK,
1968a). These are:

- 54/K4, K2/L (L = lamprophyre direction), K1, K3, 55 and
- a sub-horizontal tension joint system ZK.

These systems generally form conjugate pairs to 52. 54/K4 and K2/L
were treated as one system since, in most cases, there is no clear
distinction due to extensive overlapping of the orientations.

The GT5 was sub-divided into areas corresponding either to a
borehole or a tunnel section. There are marked differences in the
frequency distribution of the systems and deviations in direction
and changes in the angle of dip (10 to 20°) are common. In
genera1, the most wi dely-spread systems conta in the highest per
centage of open fractures; these dominate mainly in 51+52.
However, since individual areas are characterised by different dis
continuity populations, systems such as 53, K2/L and 55 can also be
rich in open fractures.

The surface mapping programme allowed the data acquired underground
to be extended spatially, although fewer systems were recognised at
the surface. Besides the main schistosity 52, only 51, 53, K2/L
and K3 were identified.

5urface-, tunnel- and borehole measurements are based on the same
one-dimensional data acquisition process (logging of drill-cores,
measurements in tunne1 sect ions and along prof i 1es) . Ana 1yses of
data acquired underground allow comparative studies of dis
continuity locations and frequency distributions to be performed,
while surface mapping completes the picture by providing data on
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the extent of the systems and spacing of the discontinuities. Sur

face observations also give an indication of movement directions.

On a small scale, the Juchlistock-GTS area appears to be very com

plex; extensive unfractured areas are either non-existent or very

rare. The large-scale picture is much simpler since fewer dis

continuity systems (basically only S1+S2, S3 and K2/L) can be
recognised.

Water circulation

The GTS was purposely located outwith the sphere of influence of
the large, water-bearing disturbed zones which can be identified in

the main access tunnel to the Oberhasli power plant (KWO). It

therefore lies in a relatively dry area of rock. Disturbed zones

with marked water discharge were encountered only in the north

(fracture system flow test zone) and in the south (excavation
effects zone).

The water present in the rock circulates mainly in the dis

continuities, in this case in the systems 51+52 and along

lamprophyre contacts. These systems extend over considerable dis
tances and often penetrate right to the surface.

In the case of water discharge into the main access tunnel,

cl imatic factors such as snow-melt and changes in water-level in

the lakes affect discharge down to a depth of around 250 m. In the

GTS area with an overburden of more than 400 m, such externa1

influences are no longer recognisable.

In general, water discharge into the GTS is low. The amounts are

- 0 - 12 ml/min-m' in the borehole
0.1 - 3 ml/min per open discontinuity in the borehole.

There is a marked 1oca1 increase in water discharge in strong ly
fractured areas (BK, US, MI).
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

- XIII -

Im vor1 iegenden Bericht werden die Ergebnisse von geo1ogischen und
petrographi schen Untersuchungen, di e se; t 1980 bis 1987 im Gebi et
des Juch1 i stocks und des Fe1 sl abors Grimse1 (FLG) durchqefuhrt wur
den, kommentiert. Sie beinha1ten im wesent1ichen:

- die geo1ogische Oberflachenkartierung des Juchlistocks;
- die geologische Aufnahme von ca. 840 m Stollen;
- die geo1ogische Aufnahme von ca. 1476 m Kernbohrungen;
- die statistische Auswertung und Interpretation von ca. 3500

Strukturdaten (untertage);
hydrogeologische Untersuchungen, wie Messungen von Bergwasser
schuttungen in Stollen und Bohrungen.

Geologie

Das FLG befindet sich im sudl ichen Teil des Zentralen Aar-Massivs
und liegt durchschnittlich in 400 m Tiefe unter dem Juchlistock. Es
si nd fast aussch1i ess1i ch granit i sche Gestei ne aufgesch1ossen. Der
n6rdliche Teil des FLG wird von Zentralem Aaregranit aufgebaut, der
sudliche von Grimsel-Granodiorit. Diese Gesteine werden von in Scha
ren auftretenden Lamprophyren, sowie von wenigen Ap1iten durchschla
gen. Das variszische Erstarrungsalter ~er Granite 1iegt bei ungefahr
290-300 MJ, dasjenige der Aplite bei ca. 250 MJ.

Das ganze Aar-Massiv wurde alpidisch stark deformiert und metamor
phisiert. Die Hauptgefugepragung der Gesteine fand gleichzeitig mit
der grunschieferfaziellen Metamorphose vor etwa 20-25 MJ statt. Die
bei der Metamorphose erreichten P-T Bedingungen 1iegen bei 400-450°C
fur die Temperatur, sowie etwa 3 kb fur den Druck, was einer Versen
kung von ungefahr 10 km entspricht. Die Deformation erfasste samt
1iche Gesteine, uberpragte diese jedoch unterschied1 ich, wobei so
wohl duktile als auch spr6de Strukturen entstanden. Zu den ersteren
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gehoren Schieferung(en) , Scherzonen und Mylonite, zu den 1etzteren
Quer- und ScherbrUche. Metamorphe Umwand1 ungen beg1 ei teten und be
gUnstigten teilweise die duktile Deformation, wie z.B. die Verg1im
merung von Kalife1dspat.

Nebst diesen Strukturen sind in einer Spatphase der a1pidischen Ge
fUgepragung Zerrk1 Ufte - bevorzugt ent1ang grosserer, mechan i scher
Diskontinuitaten wie Granit/Lamprophyr-Kontakte - entstanden. Das
Mindestalter dieser Zerrk1Ufte betraqt 15 MJ. Die Zerrk1uftbi1dung
wurde von einer starken hydrotherma1en Tatiqket t beg1eitet. Einige
Gesteinsbereiche wurden stark ausge1augt, so dass die Porositat
deut1ich stieg (bis max. 18 Vo1-%). Als Fo1ge dieser hydrothermalen
F1uidzirku1ation wurden auch die meisten Sprodstrukturen versiege1t.

Der a1pidischen Orogenese fo1gte die Hebung des Aar-Massivs, die
z.T. noch heute andauert. Wahrend dieser Hebung wurden die wichtig
sten GefUgef1achen sprod reaktiviert. A1s Fo1ge entstanden die mei
sten offenen K1 Ufte, die heute potent iell e Wasserz i rku1 at ionswege
darste11en.

Strukturgeo1ogie

Fur die statistische Auswertung der Sprodstrukturdaten erfolgte eine

Ausscheidung in Kategorien, je nach Minera1be1ag auf den Fugen
f1achen. Die Daten stammen aus den Sto11enabschnitten sowie aus 12
Bohrungen. Drei dukti1 entstandene Trennf1achensysteme mit bevorzug
ter Minera1einrege1ung konnten erkannt werden:

- die steil SE fal1ende, NE-SW streichende Hauptschieferung S2 und
- die stei1en, in bezug auf S2 konjugierten Scherf1achen SI (oft

subpara11e1 zu $2) und $3 (E-W streichend).

Da $1 a11ein aufgrund von Fa11azimut und Fa11winke1 nur bedingt von
$2 unterscheidbar ist, wurden diese beiden Trennfl achensystene zu
sammengefasst behande1t (Sl+S2).
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Sicher belegt sind zusatzlich sechs Sprodstruktursysteme (allgemein
mit K beschrieben, ausser den von SlECK 1968a stammenden Bezeich
nungen S4 und SS). Es handelt sich urn:

S4/K4' K2/L (L=Lamprophyrrichtung), K1, K3, SS' sowie
- ein subhorizontales Zerrkluftsystem ZK.

Allgemein bilden diese Systeme konjugierte Paare zu S2. S4/K4 sowie
K2/L wurden jeweils zu einem System zusammengefasst, da in den mei
sten Fall en wegen zu grosser Oberschnei dungen der Ori ent i erungen,
oft keine klare Unterscheidung moglich ist.

Das FLG wurde in Bereiche unterteilt, welche jeweils entweder einer
Bohrung oder einem Stollenabschnitt entsprechen. Es treten deutliche
Unterschiede in der Haufigkeitsverteilung der jeweiligen Systeme
auf. Richtungsschwankungen und Anderungen im Fallwinkel von 10 bis
20° sind haufig. Im allgemeinen besitzen die verbreitesten Fugensy
steme auch den hochsten prozentualen Anteil an offenen K1Uften;
diese dominieren vor allem in Sl+S2. Da aber verschiedene lrennfla
chenpopul at i onen di e ei nzelnen Bereiche kennzei chnen, konnen auch
Systeme wie S3' K2/L und Ss reich an offenen K1Uften sein.

Mi t den Oberflachenaufnahmen konnten di e untertage gewonnen Oaten
raumlich erweitert werden, obwohl hier weniger Systeme erkannt wur
den. Nebst der Hauptschi eferung S2 wurden nur SI' S3' K2/L und K3
gefunden.

Oberflachen-, Stollen- und Bohrungsaufnahmen basieren auf der glei
chen, eindimensionalen Datenerfassung (Aufnahme an Bohrkernen, Stol
lenabschnitten, bzw. entlang von Profilen). Die Untertageauswer
tungen ermogl i chen Vergl ei che bezUgl ich lrennfl achen1agen und Hau
figkeitsverteilungen. Oberflachenauswertungen erganzen die Charakte
ristiken der Systeme mit der Erstreckung und den lrennflachenabstan
den. Zusatzl i ch 1i efern die Oberflachenbeobachtungen Hi nwei se auf
Bewegungsrichtungen.
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Kleinraumig gesehen, zeichnet sich das Juchlistock-FLG Gebiet durch
ei ne grosse Kompl exitat aus, denn grossere ungekl Uftete Berei che
fehlen oder sind nur sparlich vorhanden. Grossraumig erscheint das
Bild einfacher, da weniger Trennflachensysteme erkennbar sind und
das Gesamtbild im wesentl ichen nur von Sl+S2' S3 und K2/L gepragt
wird.

Wasserzirkulation

Das FLG wurde bewusst ausserhalb der grosseren und starker wasser
fUhrenden Storzonen angelegt, welche im Hauptzugangsstollen der
Kraftwerke Oberhasli (KWO) kartiert werden konnten. Es liegt deshalb
in einem relativ trockenen Gebirgsbereich. Nur im Norden (BK-Be
rei ch) und im SUden (AU-Bereich) wurden starker schUttende Storzonen
angefahren.

Das im Gebirge vorhandene Wasser zirkuliert vorwiegend auf Trennfla
chen und hier in erster Linie in den Systemen SI/S2 und entlang von
Lamprophyrkontakten. Di ese Systeme wei sen grosse Erstreckungen auf
und durchschlagen das Gebirge haufig bis zur Oberflache.

Bei den Wasseraustritten im Hauptzugangsstollen wirken sich bis zu
einer Oberdeckung von 250 m die klimatischen EinflUsse (Schnee
schmelze, Seespiegelschwankungen) auf die SchUttung aus. Im Bereich
des FLG mit einer Oberdeckung von mehr als 400 m, sind solche ausse
ren EinflUsse nicht erkennbar.

Allgemein sind die BergwasserschUttungen im FLG gering. Sie betragen

- 0 - 12 nl /mtn-m' im Bohrloch,
- 0.1 - 3 ml/min pro offene Trennflache im Bohrloch.

In stark zerklUfteten Bereichen bei BK, US und MI werden lokal stark
erhohte WasserschUttungen beobachtet.
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RESUME 

Les résultats des études géologiques et pétrographiques entreprises 
entre 1980 et 1987 dans la région du Juchlistock ainsi que dans le 
laboratoire souterrain du Grimsel (LSG) sont répertoriés et commen
tés dans le présent rapport. Ces investigations comprennent: 

- la cartographie géologique du Juchlistock; 
- le relevé géologique d'environ 840 m de galeries; 
- le relevé géologique d'environ 1476 m de forages carottés; 
- le dépou i 11 ement stat i st i que et l' i nterprétat ion d'envi ron 3500 

données structurales souterraines; 
- la mesure du débit des pointements d'eau souterraine dans les ga

leries et les forages. 

Géologie 

Le LSG se trouve dans la moitié méridionale de la partie centrale du 
massif de l'Aar, à une profondeur moyenne de 400 m sous le Juchli
stock, où n'affleurent pratiquement que des roches granitiques. 
C'est ai ns i que l a moi t i é nord du LSG est compri se dans le grani t 
central de l'Aar, alors que la moitié sud est taillée dans la grano
diorite du Grimsel. Des filons intrusifs de lamprophyre, rassemblés 
en faisceaux, ainsi que quelques filons d'aplites peu fréquents en
trecoupent ces roches granitiques. L'âge de consol idation varisque 
des granits est de l'ordre de 290-300 Ma, alors que celui des apli
tes voisine 250 Ma. 

L'ensemble du massif de l'Aar a été affecté par une déformation et 
un métamorphisme alpins importants. Le développement de la fabrique 
dominante des roches est contemporain de l'empreinte métamorphique 
de faci ès "sch i stes verts", dont l'âge osci 11 e entre 20 et 25 Ma. 
Les cond i t i ons de température et de press ion attei ntes pendant le 
métamorphisme sont de l'ordre de 400 à 450 oC et 3 kb, ce qui cor-
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respond à un enfouissement d'environ 10 km. La déformation a affecté 
toutes les roches, avec une intensité toutefois variable, condition
nant ai ns i le développement de structures auss i bi en duct il es que 
cassantes. La première catégorie comprend une on plusieurs schisto
sités, des zones de cisaillement et des mylonites, alors que la se
conde regroupe des fractures de ci sa i 11 ement et de tens ion. Les 
transformations métamorphiques ont acompagné et parfois favorisé la 
déformation ductile, notamment dans le cas du remplacement du feld
spath potassique par le mica blanc. 

En plus de ces structures, des fentes de tension se sont formées 
pendant une phase tardive de la structuration alpine, de préférence 
1 e long de di scont i nu i tés mécan i ques maj eures tell es 1 es contacts 
entre granits et lamprophyres. La formation de ces fentes alpines, 
dont l'âge est de l'ordre de 15 Ma, a été accompagnée par une im
portante activité hydrothermale. En effet, aux abords de ces fentes, 
l a roche a été intensément l ess i vée, augmentant ai ns i de man i ère 
substantielle la porosité (jusqu'à un maximum de 18 %-vol.). En con
séquence de cette activité hydrothermale, les fractures ont été en 
grande partie scellées. 

Succédant à l'orogénèse alpine, le soulèvement du massif de l'Aar, 
se poursuit encore en partie à l'heure actuelle. Les structures pla
naires les plus importantes ont été réactivées de manière cassante 
pendant ce soulèvement. C'est ainsi que se sont formées la plupart 
des fractures "ouvertes", constituant à l'heure actuelle des voies 
potentielles de circulation d'eau souterraine. 

Géologie structurale 

Le dépoui 11 ement stat i st i que des données structural es (structures 
cassantes un i quement) a nécess i té une di seri mi nat i on basée sur 1 a 
nature des minéraux scellant les fractures. Les données proviennent 
de tronçons de galeries du LSG ainsi que de 12 forages. Trois systè
mes structuraux ductiles avec orientation préférentielle des miné-
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raux ont pu être distingués: 

- la schistosité principale S2' très redressée, d'orientation NE-SW 
et plongeant vers le SE; 
les plans de cisaillement SI et S3' également redressés, conju
gués par rapport à S2 et d'orientation subparallèle à S2 (SI) ou 
E-W (S3). 

Comme SI ne peut être que difficilement séparé de S2 en ne tenant 
compte que de l'azimut et de l'angle du pendage, les deux systèmes 
ont été regroupés en un ensemble (Sl+S2). 
En plus de ces structures ductiles, l'existence de six systèmes de 
fractures est bien documentée (ces structures sont décrites à l'aide 
préfixe K, hormis S4' S5 et S6 qui ont été repris de STECK 1968a). 
Il s'agit des systèmes suivants: 

- S4/K4' K2/L (L = orientation de lamprophyres), KI' K3; 
- ZK (fentes subhorizontales) 

L'existence des systèmes S5 et S6 peut être soupçonnée, mais le peu 
de données structurales les étayant grève leur identification. 
En général, ces systèmes forment des couples de structures conju
guées par rapport à S2. S4/K4 et K2/L ont été regroupés en un systè
me du fait que dans la plupart des cas, des recoupements d'orienta
tion hypothèquent toute discrimination. 

Le LSG a été divisé en secteurs correspondant soit à un forage, soit 
à un tronçon de galerie. La distribution et l'abondance des systèmes 
structuraux varie sensiblement d'un secteur à l'autre; de plus, des 
changements d'orientation de 10 à 20° sont fréquents. En règle géné
rale, la part des fractures ouvertes est nettement supérieure dans 
les systèmes structuraux quantitativement dominants comme SI+S2. 
Toutefois, comme les populations de fractures diffèrent d'un secteur 
à l'autre, les diaclases ouvertes peuvent également abonder dans les 

systèmes S3' K2/L et S5· 
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Les observations faites à la surface permettent d'élargir le spectre 
des données obtenues sous terre, bien que seule une partie des sys
tèmes ait été reconnue. En effet, en dehors de la schistosité prin

cipale S2' seuls SI' S3' K2/L et K3 ont pu être mis en évidence. 
L'obtention des données structurales en surface le long de profils, 
dans les galeries ou sur les carottes procède de la même manière 
un id i mens i one 11 e. Le dépou i 11 ement des données souterraines permet 
une comparaison avec les distributions spatiale et quantitative des 
structures en surface. Les données de surface complètent d'ailleurs 
la caractérisation des différents systèmes, par l'estimation de 
l 'extens ion l atéra le des structures ai ns i que par les i ndi ces de 
mouvements le long des fractures. 

A l'échelle de l'affleurement, le secteur Juchlistock-LSG se traduit 
par une grande complexité du fait du manque ou de la rareté de zones 
sans développement de structures planaires. A l'échelle régionale 
toutefois, une image plus simple se dégage en raison de la dominance 
des systèmes SI+S2' S3 et K2/L. 

Circulation d'eau souterraine 

Le site du LSG a été sciemment choisi en se basant sur le relevé 
géologique de la galerie d'accès à la centrale des "Kraftwerke Ober
hasl i Il (KWO) , l à où font défaut l es importantes zones déformées 
aqUifères. C'est ainsi que le LSG se trouve dans une secteur rocheux 
plutôt sec, car des zones déformées où circule de l'eau souterraine, 
n'ont été rencontrées qu'au Nord (secteur BK) ou au Sud (secteur AU) 

du LSG. 

L'eau rencontrée dans le massif rocheux se cantonne aux structures 
planaires, en premier lieux dans les fractures des systèmes S1+S2 et 
le long des contacts granits/lamprophyres. Ces structures possèdent 
une extension latérale très importante et se poursuivent jusqu'à la 
surface ou communiquent avec des structures en surface. 
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Les pointements d'eau dans la galerie d'accès sont influencés par 
des facteurs climatiques (fonte des neiges, variation du niveau des 
retenues d'eau) jusqu'à une profondeur de 250 m sous terre. Dans le 
secteur du LSG, où le recouvrement rocheux atteint 400 m, de telles 
influences ne peuvent être mises en évidence. 

En règle générale, les débits d'eau souterraine sont faibles, puis
qu'ils n'atteignent que: 

- 0-12 ml/min·m' dans les forages; 
- 0.1-3 ml/min par fracture ouverte dans les forages. 

Des débits plus importants peuvent être localement observés dans les 
zones fortement fracturées des secteurs BK, US et MI. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

- 1 -

1.1 The Grimsel Test Site (GTS)

In 1979, Nagra decided to construct an underground laboratory in

the crystalline basement of Switzerland, the aim being to complete

the scientific research being carried out in the Stripa Rock

Laboratory (centra1 Sweden) in wh i ch NAGRA a1so takes an act i ve

part.

Strictly speaking, it would have been appropriate to construct a

crystalline rock laboratory in the basement of Northern Switzerland

since this formation is being considered as a potential host rock

for high-level radioactive waste. However, since exposures of

crysta 11 i ne rock were 1ack i ng in th i s reg i on, a 1aboratory wou 1d

have to have been located at a considerable depth and identifica

tion of a suitable site would have involved extensive reconnais

sance programmes.

The Juchlistock area offered a readily available location with

geological conditions which were generally easy to survey.

Geological surface mapping and investigations carried out in the

tunne 1s be long i ng to the Oberhas 1i power plant conf i rmed the

suitability of the granitic rock as a site for an underground

1aboratory. The 1ocat i on a1so has the advantage of a1ready be i ng

accessible via a power plant tunnel which is suitable for road

vehicles.

1980 saw the beginning of the first investigation campaign directed

at closer characterisation of the area selected for the Test Site.

The actua 1 construct ion phase fo llowed three years later with

excavation of the laboratory tunnel using a full-face tunnelling

machine (Figure 1).
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The geological, hydrogeological, geophysical and geochemical
experiments which have been carried out at the Test Site have four
basic objectives:

- Assess ing the qua 1itative and quantitative app 1icabi 1ity of
foreign research results to the specific geological
conditions at potential repository sites in Switzerland.

- Carrying out specific experiments which are relevant to the
particular aspects of the NAGRA repository concept.

- The bu i 1d-up of know- how at all 1eve1s (p 1ann ing, performance
and interpretat ion) of underground invest igat ions in different
experimental fields.
Acquisition of practical experience in development, testing and
appl ication of suitable measurement techniques and associated
instrumentation.

LEGEND

CF Central facilities

EM El. magn. HF measurements

EX Tests for excavation effects

FF Fracture system flow test

HT Heat test

MI Migration tests

RS Rock stress tests

TM THtmeter

US Underground seismic testing

VE Ventilation test

-- Exploratory boreholes

Figure 1: Perspective view of the Grimsel Test Site
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1.2 Scope and objectives of this report

GEOTEST, a Swiss geological consulting group, has been responsible
for performing and evaluating the geological and petrographic
invest igat ions at the GT5, the resu 1ts of wh ich are presented in
this report. GEOTE5T also acted as geological consultants for dif
ferent experiments at the GT5.

The aim of the report can be defined as follows:

- documentation of the geological and petrographic conditions
present in the Juchlistock;

- description of the structural properties of the granitic rocks
at the GT5.

The documentation should provide a basis for:

- geological interpretation of hydrogeological experiments already
carried out or presently being performed at the GT5;

- hydrogeological modelling of the Juchlistock;
- planning of new experiments.

The investigations carried out at the GT5 also give useful informa
tion on methods and techniques which could be applied in geological
characterisation of potential host rock formations.

5ince geo1ogy is a common 1ink between numerous other fie 1ds of
earth se ience such as hydrau 1ics, hydrochemi stry, geophys ics and
rock mechanics, it is difficult (but also not necessarily relevant)
to draw a clear distinction between the different disciplines. For
this reason, data from different technical fields will be presented
here in so far as they appear to be relevant to the overall
geo1ogica1 understand ing of the Gr imse1 area. The resu 1ts from
individual test projects at the GT5 are not presented here.
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Reference should also be made at this point to the raw data report
(KEUSEN and SCHULER, 1987) prepared by GEOTEST. This report con
tains detailed documentation on all the geological investigations
(particularly all drilling and tunnel profiles), as well as an
index of all experiments carried out at the GTS up to July 1987.

1.3 Investigations carried out

Table 1 gives an overview of all the investigations carried out on
beha lf of NAGRA at the GTS for the purpose of rock characteri sa
tion. Detailed information on performance and evaluation of the
individual tests can be found in the Tables of the raw data report

(KEUSEN and SCHULER 1987).
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Recording Checking effects
Aim of investigation actual condition of tunnel

of rock construction
C
0

<, >, ....,>, en
..c:>, <, 0 III lo III
a. en III ...... aJ E ..c:

Aspects lo 0 uen 0 lo·,... s; ....,
~ ...... .,... C aJ U...., 0 lo
enlO Co,... en 0"" ~ l+- a.
o s; 0...., 0 CaJ I

~aJ ...., C s; ..c: a. .:>It. 3=....,c u''''' " uo u 0

Investigationmet~
aJo,... aJO >, aJ s, 0 ......
0..:<: I- 'J :r: I- a.. 0:: l.J...

Field

Geology Surface mapping X X X

Tunnel mapping
KWO facil iti es , GTS X X X

Core logging X X X

Geophysics Electrical and electromagnetic
investigations in tunnels and
boreholes X X

Radiometry X

Seismics/acoustics,
surface, tunnels, boreholes X X X

Borehole TV and SABIS X

Rock temperature measurements X X

Mineralogy/ Tunnel mapping with UV light X X
Geochemistry Microscopy X

Chemical analysis X X

Rock Measurements and experiments
mechanics in boreholes and tunnel X X

Laboratory experiments X

Drillability of rock X

Rock Water-flow and temperature X X
hydraulics measurements

Pressure measurements in boreholes X X

Injection tests in boreholes and
tunnel X X

Flow-through experiments X

Hydro- General chemical and physical
chemistry parameters in surface- and

groundwaters X X

Trace elements in groundwater X

Isotopes in surface and groundwaters X X

Table 1: Overview of investigations at the GTS in geology,
hydrogeology, rock mechanics and geophysics.
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2 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

- 6 -

The Aar Massif is a crystalline massif some 120 km long and 20-25
km wide which extends SW-NE and, despite imbrication, is largely
autochthonous (Appendix 1; HUGI 1956, LAB HART 1977). From a tec
tonic point of view, it belongs to the He1vetic belt and represents
the pre-Triassic basement of the lower Helvetic nappes which were
partly sheared off and transported northwards. The latter consist
ma i n1y of the Do 1den horn and Ge 11 i horn nappes in the W, the
Infrahe1vetic complex in the E (MILNES and PFIFFNER 1977, 1980) and
the sediments of the Autochthonous which occur mainly at the NW
margin of the Massif. Towards the W, NW, Nand E, the Aar Massif
dips below the autochthonous and parautochthonous sediments of the
He1vetic belt, while to the SE it borders with the Gotthard Massif
along the Urseren zone (or "syncl ine"). Towards the east (Upper
Rhine valley) the Aar and Gotthard Massifs are additionally
separated by the Tavetsch Massif.

The Aar Massif can be seen as the equivalent of the Aiguilles
Rouges and Mont Blanc Massifs which are located to the West. All
these external crystalline massifs are typical structural elements
of the Western and Centra1 A1ps. They crop out where ear1ier,
forward-directed overthrusting and folding phases are superposed by
a late backfo1ding (STECK 1984). The SW-NE-striking backfolding at
the SE margin of the Aar Massif (G1ishorn anticline; STECK et al.
1979, STECK 1984) and the later E-W axial culmination (Gastern
A1etsch flexure; STECK 1968a, 1984) have resulted in a dome-basin
interference pattern which explains the form of the Aar Massif
(STECK 1984).

The crysta11;ne basement of Northern Swi tzer1and, wh; ch was not
affected by the alp ine deformat ion, represents the northern con-
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tinuation of the Aar Massif. Both are similar in that they consist

of a pre-granitic basement (polymetamorphic gneiss- and migmatite

complex with Carboniferous volcanoclastites and sediments) intruded

by Variscan granitoids (Appendix 1).

The Var i scan orogeny was fo 11owed by a Permi an penep 1anat i on,

during the course of which locally thick continental sediments were

deposited in graben (Verrucano). During the Triassic, the sea

covered the area, a 1though some areas of the Aar Massif were not

flooded until the Jurassic (e.g. the Windgallen). The process of

sedimentation continued - depending on palaeogeographic location

and with interruptions of varying length - from the Triassic into

the early Tertiary. The most recent sediments deposited at the

northern edge of the Aar Massif, i.e. the fish fauna of the Engi

slates, are Early Oligocene (~35 Ma).

In the Late 01 igocene and the Miocene (~25-10 Ma), the alpine

orogeny affected the whole Aar Massif which was subjected to

reverse faulting, folding and imbrication, with contemporaneous

overprinting by a greenschist facies metamorphism. There was no

homogeneous tectonometamorphic overprinting of the Massif, but

rather development of deformation and metamorphism gradients

increasing from N to S.

A more detailed presentation of the geology of the Aar Massif would

be outwith the confines of this report. Reference should be made

in this respect to the guide-book IIAarmassiv und Gotthardmassiv ll by

LABHART (1977). The chapter in this report entitled "Reqiona l

Geolcqy" is therefore restricted to a detailed description of the

geological conditions in the Grimsel cross-section set against a

background of general information on the whole Aar Massif area.
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2.2

2.2.1

Geology and tectonic evolution of the Aar Massif in the Grimsel

cross-section

Structure

Based on recent work (ABRECHT and SCHALTEGGER 1988, SCHENKER and

ABRECHT 1987), the classic subdivision of the Central Aar Massif

into the Gastern- Innertk irchen-Lauterbrunnen gran i te zone, the

northern "schist envelope" ("Altkristallin ll
) , Aare granites and the

southern "sch i st envelope" (IIAltkristallin"; HOGI 1956, 1967) can

be refined along the Oberhasli from N to S as follows (Table 2,

Figure 2, Appendix 2).

Migmatitic Innertkirchen-Lauterbrunnen Crystalline Complex

Variscan
Basement/
IIAltkristallin ll

and
Volcanoclastites

Aare granites

- Erstfelden gneiss zone (polymetamorphic
gneiss/migmatite complex)

- Guttannen unit (polymetamorphic gneiss/migmatite
complex)

- Trift formation (Carboniferous volcanoclastites)
- Ofenhorn-Stampfhorn unit (polymetamorphic

gneiss/migmatite complex)

- Diechter glacier formation (Carboniferous
volcanoclastites)

- Mittagfluh granite
- Central Aare granite
- Grimsel-granodiorite

Table 2: Reg iona 1 structure of the Aar Mass if a long the Ober

hasli (ABRECHT and SCHALTEGGER 1988; see Figure 2).
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Figure 2:

- 9 -

Tectonic sketch map of the Oberhasli, slightly
si mp 1if ied and comp 1eted accord ing to ABRECHT and
SCHALTEGGER (1988).

Abbreviations:

DGF
EGZ
GE
GrGr
ILK

KAS

Diechter glacier unit
Erstfelden gneiss zone
Guttannen unit
Grimsel-granodiorite
Innertkirchen-Lauter
brunnen Crystalline complex
Kessiturm aplite stock

M
MiGr
OSE

TF
ZAGr
IK

Mesozoic
Mittagfluh granite
Ofenhorn-Stampfhorn
unit
Trift formation
Central Aare granite
Innertkirchen

FLG Grimsel Test Site
G Guttannen
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2.2.2

Further to the south, from the summit of the Grimsel Pass, there

follow the gneiss-schist interzone with partly imbricated vol

canoclastites, the Southern Aare granite and the Southern "qne i ss

envelope ll (HOGI 1956, 1967, STALDER 1964, LABHART 1977).

The uni ts wh i ch form the pre-gran i tic Vari scan basement north of

the Aare gran i te are separated from one another by Vari scan

mylonite zones which were partly reactivated by the alpine deforma

tion (KAMMER 1985, cited in ABRECHT and SCHALTEGGER 1988).

Age of the geological units

The Innertkirchen-Lauterbrunnen migmatite complex consists mainly

of a paragneiss series which was affected by selective anatexis.

The predominantly sedimentary origin of this gneiss series is

clearly evidenced by the extensively block-bearing (biotite-gneis

ses, amphibolites, marbles) pinite granites; these were previously

cord ier i te gran i tes and show gradua 1 trans it ions to mi gmati tes

(HOGI 1956, 1967, LAB HART 1977). The age of migmatisation has not

been determined geochronologically but HOGI (1967) and STECK

(1968a) assume that the migmatic granite formation took place

during the Variscan, although it is older than the intrusion of the

Aare granites in the wider sense.

The Erstfelden gneiss zone and the Guttannen- and Ofenhorn-Stampf

horn-units (Figure 2; summarised in Appendix 2 as IIAltkristallin ll
)

consist basically of a polymetamorphic paragneiss series (biotite

gneisses, amphibolites, calc-silicate rocks), migmatites and small,

pre-Aare-granite acid and intermediate to basic intrusive stocks,

ap1i tes and pegmat i tes (LABHART 1977, SCHENKER and ABRECHT 1987,

ABRECHT and SCHALTEGGER 1988). A pre-migmatitic, amphibolite

facies metamorphism affected all these units but its traces have

been obscured to a greater or lesser extent by the alpine green-
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schist facies overprinting. The fact that the migmatisation also
affected amphibolite facies gneisses and amphibolites indicates a
possible pre-Variscan (HUEGI 1956, 1967) or Caledonian age (LABHART
1977, SCHENKER and ABRECHT 1987, ABRECHT and SCHALTEGGER 1988) for
this metamorphism.

In the coarse detrita 1 sequences of the Carboniferous Diechter
glacier unit (indicated as volcanoclastites in Appendix 2), there
are gravels consisting of re-worked basement rocks, including mig
matites. This erosion of the mesometamorphic crystalline basement
can be used to postulate a Caledonian age for the migmatisation
(SCHENKER and ABRECHT 1987).

Geochrono 1ogica1 dat i ng of biot i tes (Rb-Sr) in these basement
gneisses give values between 297 and 315 Ma (WUTHRICH 1965; age
with up-to-date decay constants re-ca 1cu1ated by ABRECHT and
SCHALTEGGER 1988). However, these are coo 1ing ages (T at 300°C)
which could possibly be explained by a temperature rise during the
Variscan. In this case, they would not correspond to the period of
cooling following migmatisation.

In contrast to the basement gneisses, the Carboniferous vol
canoc1ast i c sequences were affected nei ther by an amph ibo 1i te
facies metamorphism nor by migmatisation. This again indicates the
high probability that these events have a Caledonian age. The Car
boniferous units consist of volcanic rocks (mainly rhyolites),
pyroclastites (ignimbrites, tuffs) and epiclastites with con
glomeratic to argillaceou5 sediments which are intruded locally by
small post-Aare-granitic diorite stocks (SCHENKER and ABRECHT
1987) . Dur i ng the Var i scan orogeny, the Centra1 Aare granite
intruded into the Diechter g1acier un i t and caused a contact
metamorphism (including growth of andalusite; SCHENKER and ABRECHT
1987). Similarly to the whole Aar Massif, the volcanoclastic units
were subjected to alpine greenschist facies overprinting.

The (late) Variscan intrusion of the Aare granites (in the wider
sense) to a shallow crustal level is clearly evidenced by the
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intrusive contact and the contact metamorphism in the Diechter

glacier unit. Different granite bodies can be distinguished in the

Grimsel cross-section, e.g. Mittagfluh granite (MiGr), Central Aare

granite (ZAGr) and Grimsel-granodiorite (GrGr), although many of

the contacts between these different intrusive rock bodies were

largely obscured by the alpine events. In the Wof the Aar Massif,

the intrusive contacts within the Central Aare granite are an

indication of multi-phase emplacement of the granite plutons (STECK

et al. 1979). The order of the intrusions is as follows: GrGr ->

ZAGr -> MiGr. While geological evidence indicates that the MiGr

must be younger than the ZAGr, the age re1at ionshi ps between the

ZAGr and GrGr in the field are generally unclear. This is mainly

because there is a mutual lithological assimilation of these two

gran i tes along contacts (STALDER 1964). An i ndicat ion of the

sequence GrGr -> ZAGr is given by the inclusion of hornblende

bearing granodiorite in the ZAGr near the end of the Unteraar

glacier (STALDER 1964).

The Kessiturm aplite stock west of the Grimsel Pass which intruded

into the GrGr shows clear intrusive contacts (STALDER 1964; Figure

2). Both the MiGr and the Kessiturm aplite stock, as well as the

numerous apl ite dykes, belong to the same magmatic cycle as the

ZAGr and should be seen as products of a continuing magmatic dif

ferentiation (SCHALTEGGER 1987). In contrast to this, the late

intrusions of lamprophyre dykes belong to another magmatic event,

despite close spatial links with the granites.

The history of the development of the basement gnei sses is st ill

incomplete due to the lack of geochronological measurements. On

the other hand, the picture of the development of the Aare granites

(in the wider sense) is fairly clear.

Dating of ZAGr has given values of 281 ± 11 Ma (Rb-Sr total rock,

isochron with 4 samples; WUTHRICH 1965; age with up-to-date decay

constants re-calculated by FREY et al. 1976) and, recently, also

286 Ma (ABRECHT and SCHALTEGGER 1988).
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In the Grimse1 cross-section, SCHALTEGGER (1987) obtained an
average age of 280 ± 12 Ma (all ZAGr samples), the samples with
s7Rbjs6Sr < 10 giving an age of 297 ± 15 Ma. In the Reuss valley
cross-section, the average age of all granite samples is 291 ± 4 Ma
(SCHALTEGGER 1987). A11 these data are interpreted as ages of
solidification and confirm the Variscan, Upper Carboniferous age of
the ZAGr.

The tota1 rock age of the GrGr cou 1d not be determi ned using the
Rb-Sr method (SCHALTEGGER 1987). The age of intrusion assumed for
the GrGr (270-300 Ma) is based primarily on an age determined for
zircons using the U-Pb method (PASTEELS 1964, cited by LABHART
1977). Ages of 264 ± 5 Ma (Rb-Sr, total rock) for the Kessiturm
ap1i te stock and 250 ± 5 Ma (Rb-Sr, tota1 rock) for different
aplite dykes confirm that these rocks originated as a result of
progressive magmatic differentiation (SCHALTEGGER 1987). Dating of
MiGr has given an astonishingly young age of 230 ± 8 Ma (Rb-Sr,
total rock; SCHALTEGGER 1987). An even younger age of 208 ± 26 Ma
was found for an ap1itic granite stock which was melted out from
the overlying granitic gneisses by the magma of the ZAGr and
penetrated into the Ofenhorn-Stampfhorn unit (ABRECHT and SCHALTEG
GER 1988). The last two ages are interpreted as an indication of a
Triassic or Jurassic hydrothermal overprinting which has obscured
the true age of solidification of the rocks (ABRECHT and SCHALTEG
GER 1988).
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2.2.3 Deformation

A popular hypothesis claims that the intrusion of the Aare granites
(in the wider sense) occurred along Variscan, NE-SW orientated
fault zones and fractures (STECK 1968a, STECK et al. 1979, SCHENKER
and ABRECHT 1987). In both the polymetamorphic gneiss series and
the volcanoclastic units, there are relatively widespread traces of
deformation of pre-alpine structures which are still clearly recog
nisable as such. On the other hand, it is not clear to what extent
the granites were subjected to a Variscan magma-tectonic structural
overprinting since the alpine deformation has obscured older struc
tural elements to the point where they are unrecognisable.
However, it appears quite probable that dykes such as aplites and
lamprophyres intruded into (at least) late-magmatic structurally
weak zones. On the other hand, areas of gran i te wh i ch rema i ned
unaffected by the alp i ne overpr i nt i ng show no traces of older
deformat ion phenomena. The gran i tes were genera lly present as
isotropic bodies before being subjected to alpine deformation

(CHOUKROUNE and GAPAIS 1983).

Although the dominant SW-NE-striking structural trend in the Varis
can basement was established as early as the Palaeozoic (STECK
1968a, LABHART 1977), all the structural elements in the granites
have an alpine age (STEeK 1968a). This can be deduced mainly from
the fact that a11 observed structures are 1inked more or less

strongly with the main schistosity (STECK 1968a, 1984, STECK et al.
1979, CHOUKROUNE and GAPAI S 1983). In addi t ion, the NE-SW
striking, steeply-dipping main schistosity of the granites cor
responds to that of the Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments of the
Autochthonous and Parautochthonous (STECK 1968a, LABHART 1977,
MILNES and PFIFFNER 1977).
As a result of the continuous alpine deformation, the structural
elements shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 were formed in the different
rock bodies (STECK 1968a, 1984, STECK et al. 1979).
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Figure 3: Alpine structures according to STECK (1968a). The
locally occurring crenulation schistosity 52 which dips
steeply to the NW is not shown in the Figure.

Apart from the tension joints which correspond to a late phase of
the alpine structural overprinting, all these structures are syn
metamorphic and developed more or less simultaneously. This was a
result of the increasing flattening of the Aar Massif which began
with the formation of the main schistosity (STECK 1968a, 1984,
STECK et al. 1979).
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Sl (=S ) NE-SW-striking, steeply SE-dipping partly2 inverted main schistosity characterised by a
strong mineral orientation (biotite, muscovite,
chlorite) and the formation of a steep lineation
Ll (= Xl) more or less parallel to the dip

S2 (=S2
c=S4) second schistosity, steeply NW~dipping, appearing

as crenulation in strongly deformed areas
(mylonites, biotite schists) and linked with
a NE-SW-striking small-scale folding (B2)

S3
c E-W-striking dextral faults(=S3 =S2. 1)

S4 (=S4
c=S2.2) N-S-striking sinistral faults

55
c horizontal to SE-dipping reverse faults(=55 =52. 3)

S6 (=S6
c=S2.4) reverse faults dipping steeply to the NW

ZK l sub-horizontal, open tension joints ±
perpendicular to Ll

ZK 2 steep, NW-striking filled tension joints
± para 11 e1 to Ll and perpendicular to B2

Table 3: Alpine structures in the Aar Massif according to STECK
(1968a). The terms in brackets come from STECK et al.
(1979) and STECK (1984). c, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are
conjugate shear surfaces.

The orthogonal shear surfaces S3 and S4 and the conjugate surfaces
5s and 56 are directly linked with a lateral and vertical elonga
tion of the Massif which resulted from its flattening (STECK 1984,
STECK et al. 1979) • For th is reason, the overa11 picture of
deformation is influenced not only by the flattening but also by
movements along shear surfaces and shear zones (CHOUKROUNE and
GAPAI5 1983).
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2.2.4

A somewhat simpler, but nevertheless similar, range of structures
in the Grimse1 area is described in the work by CHOUKROUNE and
GAPAIS (1983). Detailed observations point clearly towards a con
tinuous deformation process rather than one divided into different
phases. This can be deduced from the more or less simultaneous
formation of schistosity and conjugate shear surfaces. While the
schistosity is the result of a continuous penetrative deformation
mechanism, the conjugate shear surfaces represent a non
penetrative, non-continuous deformation mechanism.

Because of the rise in the ductility of the rocks with increasing
metamorphic grade, the deformation phenomena within the Aar Massif
increase from NW to SE (VOLL 1976). Additional local deformation
gradients are widespread and are responsible for the heterogeneity
of the structural overprinting. There are therefore both gradual
transitions from isotropic granite to schistose orthogneiss as well
as abrupt changes to areas with strong deformation which are, for
example, typical of shear zones (CHOUKROUNE and GAPAIS 1983).

Metamorphism

The deformation and metamorphic overprinting of the Aar Massif
occurred simultaneously. Similarly to the deformation, the greens
chist facies metamorphism formed a gradient increasing from NW to
SE. The estimated P-T conditions increase from ~300°C/2kb in the N
to ~450°C/3kb in the southern Aar Massif (FREY et al. 1976, 1980).
Although the formation of tension joints corresponds to a late
phase of the structural overprinting (STECK 1968, STECK et al.
1979), it nevertheless occurred under conditions which are charac
teristic of the greenschist facies metamorphism (POTY et al. 1974).
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Deformation and metamorphism are closely linked with one another.
On the one hand, mineralogical alterations promote deformation
(e.g. alteration of fe1dspars to micas) and, on the other hand,
deformation allows fluid to penetrate and/or circulate in the rock.
Such an aqueous phase can again alter the mechanical properties and
the chemi ca1 compos i t ion of the rocks (MARQUER et al. 1985). The
general reduction in grain size with increasing deformation is the
product of comb ined duct i 1e (recrysta 11 i sat ion of quartz and
biotite) and brittle processes (cataclasis of feldspars; VOLL 1976,
CHOUKROUNE and GAPAIS 1983).

DEMPSTER (1986) suggests a maximum age of 25 Ma (Rb-Sr on mus
covite) for the contemporaneous metamorphism and deformation of the
Aar Massif. Cooling to 300°C was reached at around 14-16 Ma (Rb-Sr
and K-Ar on biotite and muscovite; DEMPSTER 1986). This age could
correspond to the backfo1di ng and compress ion of the southern
margin of the Aar Massif (DEMPSTER 1986). This led to the late
uplift and erosion of the Massif, the first Molasse gravels
originating from the Helvetic realm appearing in the Helvetian (~15

Ma) (SCHAER and JEANRICHARD 1974).

The uplift of the Aar Massif is still continuing today and is con
centrated along young, sub-recent to recent fracture systems (STECK
1968b, LABHART 1977). The uplift rate shows local variations, the
average rate being 0.5-1 mm/a (GUBLER 1976). The uplift is also
responsible for the reactivation of alpine structural elements
(STECK 1968a, 1968b). This has a significant influence on water
flow in the granites since it can lead to the formation of new
flow-paths.

The development of the Aar Massif in the Grimsel cross-section is
given in Table 4.
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3

3.1

3.1.1

GEOLOGY OF THE GTS

Petrography

Description of the rocks occurring at the GTS

Two categories of rock with an exclusively magmatic origin can be

distinguished at the GTS:

a) Grani tic rock s: these are represented by the Centra 1 Aare

granite (ZAGr) and the Grimsel granodiorite (GrGr) which

together make up over 95% of the rock vo1ume , There are

several varieties of ZAGr and GrGr which are a result of varia

t ions in the moda 1 frequency of the mi nera1 components. For

example, an increased biotite content can give the ZAGr the

appearance of a GrGr. Particularly in contact zones, it may be

difficult to distinguish the two types of granite from one

another since these zones are character i sed by a mutua1

assimilation of the individual mineralogical compositions of

the granites (STALDER 1964).

Figure 4: Lamprophyres at the GTS

A Two lamprophyre dykes intrude into the Central Aare
gran i te (AU zone, A50). The boudi nage of the
granite is a result of the differing rheological
behaviour of the lamprophyre (ductile) and the Aare
granite (more brittle).

B Formation of tension joints at granite/lamprophyre
contact, i.e. along mechanical discontinuities (tun
ne1 branch AU/VE zone). These tens ion joints are
surrounded by a light leaching halo.

C Thin section of a lamprophyre of the widelyfound
kersantite variety. The matrix which consists of
plagioclase, biotite, epidote, potassium feldspar,
sphene and ore shows a clearly recognisable magmatic
(ophitic) texture (DS SB5/88.8, picture detail 2.8 x
2.0 mm).
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Lamprophyres at the GTS
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b) Dyke rocks: dm- to m-thick dykes which penetrate the granite.

These are either light aplites (no aplite stocks were

encountered) or, more often, dark 1amprophyres (Fi gure 4A-4C)

which occur in sets in certain areas.

The different rocks are characterised in Appendix 4 according to

their occurrence and mineral composition. The information

or i gi nates ma i nly from the deta i 1ed NAGRA i nterna 1 report on the

petrography of the GTS (STALDER 1981).

All rock types were affected by an alpine tectono-metamorphic over

printing of varying strength which is expressed most clearly as a

schistosity of the rocks. The deformation is also made clear by

the flattened form of the cm- to dm-thick dark basic inclusions

which occur frequently in the granites.

The following phenomena, mostly representing structurally weak

zones, also occurred:

- In dm- to m-th i ck strong ly deformed zones (shear zones) along

which considerable movement occurred, mylonites and biotite

schists with a clear parallel texture were formed.

- The rock was subjected to both ductile and brittle deformation,

the latter tending to produce planar mechanical discontinuities

(joints, shear surfaces, fractures). These brittle structures

belong to several discontinuity systems and generally have a

monomineralic infill (e.g. quartz-, epidote- and chlorite- bear

ing joints).

- Tectonic deformation processes led locally to formation of

cavities of differing size in the rock body. The associated

hydrotherma 1 act i vi ty contr i buted to the a1terat i on of the

mechan i ca 1 pro pert i es of the rock. Tensi on jo i nts formed

preferent i a11 y at the contacts between gran i te and 1amprophyre

dykes due to the marked rheo 1ogi ca 1 contrast between these two

rock types (Fi gure 4B). The 1amprophyres represented preferen-
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tial water flow-paths, which also promoted the formation of ten
sion joints. The tension joints are more or less all partly or
completely infilled, often with well-formed quartz crystals.

3.1.2 Petrology of the rocks

All the rocks at the GTS were formed during the Variscan but were
subjected to varying degrees of alpine tectonic and metamorphic
overprinting (Figures 5A and 5B). The textures and mineral com
positions of most rocks have been altered as a result of the alpine
orogeny.

The petrographic development of the granitic rocks can be divided
into five stages which are summarised in Table 5.

3.1.2.1 The magmatic stage

The emplacement and solidification of the Aare granites began in
the Late Carboniferous with the intrusion of the GrGr, which was
followed shortly after by that of the ZAGr (dated at approximately
290 Ma) (SCHALTEGGER 1987). Genetically speaking, both granites
are a mixture of granitic products of crustal anatexis and a
dioritic magma originating perhaps partly from the mantle
(SCHALTEGGER 1987, SCHENKER and ABRECHT 1987). The numerous basic
inclusions in the granites could represent the mantle component
(STECK et al. 1979, SCHALTEGGER 1987). The basic blocks of the
Mont-Blanc granite (comparable with the ZAGr) which clearly
originate from a dioritic magma (BUSSY 1987) support this theory.
The aplite dykes are residual melts produced by the differentiation
of the granitic magma. Their intrusion into the already solid
granite was dated at 250 Ma (SCHALTEGGER 1987).
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DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF GRANITIC ROCKS

(LATE-) VARISCAN STAGES ALPINE STAGES UPLIFTING

magmatic Ideuteric syn-deformative Ilate-deformative late - to
(post-magmaticl (Main structural (Tension joints) post -
pre-alpine) overprinting metamorphic

-I I

290 25 Time (MJ)

STABILITY OF MINERAL PARAGENESES

Qz

Plag Olig
Ab

Kfsp Or
Micr Perthite

Ad

Bi brown
green

Ep Orthite
"Saussurite"t

Mi Ser
Phg

Gr

Chl

Tit

Cc -?--

Fl

Smectitesl
Zeolites

TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION AND DEFORMATION BEHAVIOUR

ication

-----
greenschist facies Metamorphism Fsp ductile

----
~

-
~"lMylonites Qz-Bi ductile

r:s:=Cataclasites
Qz-Fsp-Bi brittle

I

Solidif

500

290 25 Time (MJ) 14

Table 5: Petrographic development of the granitic rocks (ZAGr,
GrGr, aplites) of the Grimsel area

Abbreviations:

Ab Albite Fl Fluorite Or Orthoclase
Ad Adularia Gr Garnet Phg Phengite
Bi Biotite Mi K-white Mica Plag Plagioclase
Cc Calcite Kfsp K-Feldspar Qz Quartz
Chl Chlorite Micr Microcline Ser Sericite
Ep Epidote 01 ig Oligoclase Tit Titanite
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The lamprophyres definitely do not originate from the granitic
magma, but show a certain similarity to the the dioritic stocks in
the volcanoclastic units (SCHENKER and ABRECHT 1987). Their intru
sion age is unknown but it must be post-granitic since the
lamprophyre dykes penetrate the granites.

The magmatic texture of the granites (Figure 5A) is coarse-grained,
massive and isogranular to slightly porphyritic (phenocrysts of
fe 1dspar ) • The ap1ites are f ine-gra i ned to dense and, despite
metamorphic overprinting, the lamprophyres show a clearly recog
nisable magmatic (ophitic) texture (Figure 4C, page 21).

The ZAGr, GrGr and the aplites have the same mineralogical composi
tion and differ only with respect to the modal frequency of potas
sium feldspar, plagioclase, quartz and biotite (Appendix 4).
Although now present pseudomorphically as microcline, the magmatic
potassium feldspar crystallised as orthoclase with locally recog
nisable Karlsbad twinning. The saussuritised plagioclase, present
today as albite, crystallised as oligoclase.

The lamprophyres occur in two varieties:

a) Kersantite, which is by far the more frequent type, contains
mainly biotite and plagioclase (Figure 4C, page 21) while

b) Spessartite contains amphibole in addition to biotite and
plagioclase.
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3.1.2.2 The deuteric stage
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This stage comprises all post-magmatic, pre-alpine events. It is
characterised by the saussuritisation of the oligoclase (formation
of a fine dusting of sericite and epidote, Figure 6A) which is
altered to albite. The perthitic exsolution (formation of albite
lamellae) of the potassium feldspar can be ascribed to the same
stage, as can the structural change of potassium feldspar to micro
cline. Since they are both static processes, neither of these
changes had any real effect on the magmatic texture of the rock.

Figure 5: Thin section photographs of GTS rocks

A Slightly deformed Grimsel granodiorite with a still
clearly recognisable mainly magmatic texture con
sisting of plagioclase, potassium feldspar, biotite
and quartz. Larger quartz grains with undulatory
extinction are extensively replaced by a mosaic of
dynamically re-crystallised grains (DS SB5/55.01 +
polarizer, picture detail 31.8 x 22.0 mm).

B Well developed main schistosity in an augen gneiss
formed by the strong penetrat i ve deformat i on of a
Grimsel granodiorite. Plagioclase- and potassium
feldspar porphyroclasts and lenticular quartz grain
aggregrates with syn-/post-kinematic mosaic texture
are surrounded by newly-grown white mica coatings.
In addition to this phengite formation, the potas
sium feldspar suffered also a strong albitisation
as a result of deformation (DS S86/62.83 +
polarizer, picture detail 31.8 x 22 mm).

C Ductile deformation behaviour of quartz in Central
Aare granite. Subgrain-formation took place in
1arger deformed magmat i c quartz crysta1s wh i ch are
replaced at the edges by recrystallised metamorphic
quartz gra i ns (granob 1ast i c quartz mortar). (BGR
thin section DBS 21/19 from BOGS 84041A, depth
around 118m, + polarizer, picture detail around 1.4
x 1 mm).

D Brittle deformation behaviour of feldspar in Central
Aare granite. The fragmented magmatic potassium
fe 1dspar is hea 1ed along fracture surfaces by re
crystallised quartz and newly-formed polysyntheti
cally twinned albite. In contrast to the metamor
phic albite, the plagioclase (which has a similar
deformation behaviour to potassium feldspar) is
slightly saussuritised. (BGR thin section DBS 21/18
from BOGS 84041A, depth around 118 m, + polarizer,
picture detail around 5.6 x 4 mm).
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Thin section photographs of GTS rocks
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The age of the mineral alterations, which can possibly be ascribed

to several different events, is unknown. It is possible that the

hydrothermal alteration in the Mittagfluh granite, dated at around

230 Ma, also affected the granites of the investigation area

(ABRECHT and SCHALTEGGER 1988). There is no geochemical evidence

for this but the saussuritisation of the plagioclases could be

explained by this or by similar events.

Figure 6: Thin section images of GTS rocks

A Metamorphic neoformations in magmatic plagioclase of
a Grimsel granodiorite. The clouding (" s aus
suritisation") is produced by the alteration of the
anorth i te component into ep i dote, wh i 1e ser i cite
rep 1aces the potass i urn fe 1dspar component. The
relict plagioclase is homoaxially overgrown by a
metamorphic albite seam. (DS SB5/51.96, +
polarizer, picture detail 2.8 x 2.0 mm).

B Alteration of biotite to chlorite in the Grimsel
granodiorite. The chlorite replaces the biotite
homoaxially (and pseudomorphically) parallel to the
(OOl)-plane. There is also some epidote growth. (DS
SB5/34.14 picture detail 1.1 x 0.8 mm).

C Replacement of biotite by hydrothermal chlorite and
epidote in Grimsel granodiorite. The chlorite
aggregates consist of vermicular crystals and differ
significantly from the normal chloritisation of
biotite (Figure 68); they show a strong nucleation
during the alteration process. (DS SB6/80.4, picture
detail 1.1 x 0.8 mm).

D Hydrothermally altered Grimsel granodiorite. The
plagioclases are strongly clouded and partly altered
to epidote, while chlorite aggregates completely
replace the biotite (DS SB6/88.1, picture detail 2.8
x 2.0 mm).
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The alpine structural overprinting which characterises the rocks at
the GTS was accompanied by a syn-kinematic greenschist facies
metamorph ism. Neomi nera 1i sat ions and mi nera 1 recrysta 11 i sat ions
thus seal both ductile and brittle alpine structures. The main
structural overprinting occurred during the flattening and compres
sion of the Aar Massif. In addition to the main schistosity (NE
SW), severa1 systems of shear surfaces to shear zones were a1so
formed (STECK 1968a, CHOUKROUNE and GAPAIS 1983). A good knowledge
of the rock mineralogy is of great importance for interpreting the
different structures since the mineral associations found on the
discontinuity surfaces can provide information on the relative age
of the structure. A typical example of a mineral sequence arising
through replacement is the growth of chlorite at the expense of
biotite grown or recrystallised during the alpine metamorphism. In
the syn-deformative stage, biotite has already been homoaxially
overgrown by ch1or i te (F igure 6B). Th is rep1acement is comp 1eted
only in the late-deformative stage by the segregation of
hydrothermally formed (Usand")-chlorite (Figures 6C and 60).

Although the deformation phenomena appear to be both selective and
heterogeneou s , areas of gran; te wh i ch were not affected by the
alpine deformation are in fact very rare. Such areas can be found
most often in the ZAGr and, to a lesser extent, in the GrGr since
the latter contains more biotite and the schistosity caused by
preferred mica orientation is therefore more clear in this case.

Within the Aar Massif, the deformation- and metamorphism-gradients
increase from N to S. Est imates of temperatures and pressures
reached during the alpine metamorphism are 300-350°C and 2 kb for
the northern Aar Massif and 400-450°C and 3 kb for the central to
southern Mass if area (FREY et al. 1980, HOERNES and FRIEORICHSEN
1980, RICHTER and HOERNES 1988). The Juchlistock lies immediately
to the south of the mi croc 1ine/ sani dine i sograd, for wh i ch a
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temperature of around 450°C was est imated (BERNOTAT and BAMBAUER
1982). Using fluid inclusions in tension joint quartzes, POTY et
al. (1974) have derived a mean temperature of 430°C and a pressure
of 2.8 kb. Although STALDER (1964) tends to consider the pressures
derived from the fluid inclusions as hydrostatic, POTY et al.
(1974) consider them to be lithostatic, particularly in view of an
est imate of the overburden of the Aar Mass if at the time of the
metamorphism of around 10 km (~2.8 kb). Since the tension joints
were formed during a late phase of the alpine structural overprint
ing, the temperatures and pressures derived are minimum values for
the syn-deformative stage (STECK 1968a).

The age of the alp ine metamorph i srn was determined by DEMPSTER
(1986). The maximum age is 25 Ma (Rb-Sr on muscovite/phengite)
while the drop below the 300°C isotherms at around 14 Ma (Rb-Sr on
biotite) represents a minimum age. The increase in the metamor
ph i srn from N to S is expressed by a gradua1 rejuvenat ion of the
biotite ages in a southerly direction (WOTHRICH 1965, DEMPSTER
1986). In the Juchlistock area, all the biotites have an alpine
age, which can be explained by the formation of metamorphic olive
green biotite at the expense of brown magmatic biotite.

The four rock types occurring at the GTS can be divided
petrographically into two lithological groups (STECK et al. 1979):

a) granitic rocks (ZAGr, GrGr, aplites / "quartz-feldspar
series") with typical metamorphic mineral association
QZ-Micr-Ab-Bi(green)-Phg ± garnet (Figure 7);

b) intermediate to basic rocks (lamprophyres, basic
blocks) with the metamorphic mineral association Ab-Ep
Chl-Bi(green)-Phg or Ab-Ep-Act ± Micr, Qz
(Figure 7).
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I+Ab,Qz,Tit,Ap,H20 I

.. Akt

QFS Quartz-feldspar series

IS Intermediate series

BS Basic series

I+Ab,Ep,Qz,Tit,Ap,H20 I

o Aplite
o ZAGr
• GrGr
.. basic block
• Lamprophyre

(K kersantite
S spessartite)

Figure 7: Schematic representation of the metamorphic mineral
assoc iat ions as observed in the rocks exposed in the
Grimse1 area. The parageneses are projected from
albite (Ab), epidote (Ep), quartz (Qz), sphene (Tit),
apatite (Ap) and H20 (further abbreviations: actinolite
(Act), biotite (Bi), chlorite (Chl), microcline (Micr),
muscovite (Mus), phengite (Phg)). The linking lines
correspond to a greenschist facies topology. Except for
microcline, the variation of the mineral chemistry is
shown schemat i ca lly as the resu 1t of the coup1ed
exchange 2A 1 for MgSi (reversed in phengite). The
projected rock analyses come from STALDER (1964, 1981,
Appendix 5), where the whole Fe was calculated as FeD.
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The different rocks were deformed heterogeneously, i.e. unaffected

areas with a largely massive structure alternate with strongly

deformed zones with parallel texture. As a direct result of this

deformation gradient, the intensity of metamorphic recrystallisa

tion and neoformation also varies. The more fine-grained the rock

type, the eas ier it is to deform, t ,e. an equ i 1ibrium regarding

grain size is set up through deformation and metamorphism. In

general, the grain size decreases with increasing deformation.

Thi s phenomenon is a product of comb i ned br i tt 1e or duct i 1e

processes, depending on the minera1 type. The origina lly coarse

magmatic texture is gradually obscured by the deformation since the

plasticity of the crystalline basement clearly increases above

300°C as a result of the ductile behaviour of quartz and biotite

(Figure 5C, page 27) (VOLL 1976). On the other hand, the feldspars

behaved in a brittle manner during the whole structural overprint

ing (Figure 50, page 27). In rocks which have been deformed to

protomylonites (HEITZMANN 1985), the feldspars form clasts which

lie in an usually recrystallised quartz-mica matrix with preferred

mineral orientation (schistosity) (Figure 58, page 27). This

phenomenon is illustrated most clearly by the local deformation of

GrGr to augen gneisses.

Mineralogical alterations are coupled with the deformation, the

most important of these being the replacement of potassium feldspar

by phengite (Figure 58, page 27). In areas of extensive deforma

tion, e.g. shear zones, alteration of potassium feldspar to mica

has increased the rock duct i vi ty. Thi s shows the camp 1ementary

behaviour of the deformation and metamorphism with respect to one

another. The metamorphic alterations are not isochemical since, as

the deformation proceeds, the Na20-, CaO- and MgO-contents increase

while the K20-content decreases (alteration of potassium feldspar

to mica). The K20 values only increase again in mylonitic zones,

while the Na20- and CaO-contents decrease (replacement of epidote

and albite; MARQUER et al. 1985). Figure 8 shows the chemical

development of non-deformed granite to mylonite.
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Figure 8: Simplified three-dimensional activity diagram in the
ideal system NazO-KzO-CaO-MgO-Alz03-SiOz-HzO according
to BOWERS et al. (1984). The diagram shows the stable
to po 1ogy at 400°C and 3 kb, wi th the phases biat i te
(Bi), chlorite (Chl), epidote (Ep), grossularite (Gro),
potassium feldspar (Kfsp), muscovite (Mus) and
paragonite (Pag) in the presence of albite (Ab), quartz
(Qz) and HzO. As a result of the increasing alpine
deformat ion, the stab 1e mi nera 1 assoc iat ion of the
granites develops from Kfsp-Bi (MAGM, purely magmatic)
to Kfsp-Bi-Mus-Ep (Point A). In strongly deformed
zones, Kfsp can disappear completely and, in extreme
cases, Bi-Mus-Ep-Chl can even form (Point B). This
tectonometamorphic process is indicated with an arrow.
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3.1.2.4 The late-deformative stage

The traces of this stage can be seen in the form of tension joints
and leached granite zones (Figure 48, page 21). The alpine struc
tura 1 overpr int i ng ended wi th the format ion of tens ion jo ints
(STECK 1968a). The associated hydrothermal activity was
responsible for leaching the areas of rock immediately bordering
tension joints (mostly quartz and biotite were dissolved out). The
dissolved material was then deposited in the tension joints in the
form of idiomorphic crystals (quartz, chlorite, adularia, calcite,
fluorite etc.). Characteristic minerals for the tension joint
stage are adularia and fine-grained hydrothermal chlorite. These
replaced the biotite which gradually disappeared during the tension
joint stage. STALDER (1964) has described two mineral associations
in the tension joints of the Grimsel area:

a) the most frequent paragenesis (location group 4a) with quartz,
chlorite, adularia, calcite and fluorite as the most important
minerals and

b) the rarer paragenesis (location group 4c) with mainly quartz,
muscovite, calcite, chlorite and ankerite (Fe-rich dolomite) as
the main minerals.

Only the mineral association of the location group 4a was found at
the 6T5. As can be seen from Figure 9, the paragenesis 4c can form
instead of 4a with a slight increase in the chemical potential (~)

of C02 in the fluid. This was confirmed by POTY et al. (1974) who
investigated fluid inclusions in quartz of both groups. They
determined that the fluid is primarily an aqueous salt solution and
t~at, as expected, the CO2-contents in paragenesis 4c are higher.
The average composition of the fluid inclusions is given in
Table 6.
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Ad Mus Ep Chi Dol Cc Qz H2O CO2 Reaktion

+ 2 - 3 +15 -19 + 3 +11 -11 (Ad ,Mus)

- 1 + 1 - 1 + 5 - 5 + 3 + 3 - 5 (Ep)

- 3 + 3 - 2 + 4 + 6 - 2 - 4 (Chi ,Dol)

-19 +19 -10 - 4 +20 +42 + 2 -40 (Cc)

Figure 9: Qualitative f.1C02-f.1H20 diagram in the pure system K20
CaO-MgO-A1203-5 i 02-H20-C02 in the presence of quartz
(Qz), H20 and C02. The figure shows the stabil ity
ranges of the two mineral associations found in the
tension joints: paragenesis 4a with quartz, adularia
(Ad), chlorite (Chl) and calcite (Cc); paragenesis 4c
with quartz, muscovite (Mus), chlorite, dolomite (Dol)
and calcite. The triangles show the stable parageneses
in the presence of quartz, chlorite, H20 and C02. The
rarer paragenesis 4c occurs rather than the more fre
quent 4a only if f.1C02 is increased. The mineral in
brackets i ndi cates the phase wh i ch ism; ss; ng ; n the
reaction.
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Alterations in the texture of the rocks occur only in chemically
altered areas where, as a result of leaching, the porosity (up to
18 Vol-%; STALDER 1981) is generally much higher. The element
migrations which had occurred in the syn-deformative stage reached
their peak in the tension joint stage (see section 3.2).

H2O CO2 NaCl

Paragenesis 4a 87 1.5 11.5 (wt-%)

Paragenesis 4c 82 9 9 (wt-%)

Table 6:

3.1.2.5 Uplift

Average composition of the fluid inclusions in quartz
of the location groups 4a and 4c (POTY et al. 1974).

The drop below the 300°C isotherms as a result of the uplift caused
the rock to react in a brittle manner to tectonic stresses. Post
crysta 11 ine movements were not expressed by the format ion of new
structures but tended rather to react ivate exi st ing structures,
particularly the main schistosity (STECK 1968a, b). Thus, for
example, mylonites produced by ductile processes were cataclasti
cally overprinted. With the decrease in temperature, the rock lost
its cohesion in tectonically stressed zones and kakirites were
formed, some with fault gouges (STALDER 1981, MEYER 1988). In
addition to "qrounded" quartz, feldspar, muscovite and chlorite,
the fault gouges also contain illite and smectites (montmorillonite
was identified inter alia; STALDER 1981).
More or less all the open joints were produced during this stage
since no mineral fillings (or very few) were deposited at this
time.
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3.2

3.2.1

The mineralogical composition of the rocks exerted an influence on
the deformation. Fine-grained, mica-rich rocks such as lamprophyre
formed preferent ia1 weak zones along wh ich deformation was chan
nelled. Granitic rocks reacted in a more brittle manner and ten
sion joints therefore tended to be formed at the contacts between
gran i te and 1amprophyre due to the strong rheo1og ica1 contrast
between the two rock types. Bes ides the 1amprophyres, strong 1y
deformed zones (my10nites, shear zones) formed preferential path
ways for fluid circulation. This led to element migrations which
were most important in the leached areas around the tension joints.
The resulting increase in the porosity caused by this process again
led to formation of preferential pathways for water circulation.
Despite differing tectonometamorphic stresses within the granites,
the rock mechanical properties did not alter significantly (STALDER
1981; Table 7).

Geochemistry

Chemical c~aracterisation of the rocks

One of the most important results of the chemical analyses is the
finding that ZAGr and GrGr differ only sl ight1y from one another
(STALDER 1981; Appendix 5, Figures 10 and 11). This confirms the
observation made in the field to the effect that there is a mutual
assimilation of ZAGr and GrGr at contact zones (STALDER 1964).
Such a transition zone exists in the Juch1istock and in the GTS.
It can be seen from the QAP- and R1-R2 diagrams (Figures 10 and 11)
that the GrGr does not actually have a granodioritic composition
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Figure 10: QAP-triangle (Quartz-Alkalifeldspar-Plagioclase)
according to STRECKEISEN (1976)
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Figure 11: R1-R2 diagram (in milli-cations) according to DE LA
ROCHE et al. (1980), completed by STRECKEISEN (1981).
The distribution of the analysed values for aplite,
ZAGr, GrGr and basic inclusions indicates a common mag
mat i c deve1opment sequence for these rocks. The
lamprophyres are clearly not part of this; they belong
to a different magmatic series.
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3.2.2

but rather that of a granite. The distribution of the different
rock ana1yses in the R1-R2 diagram shows a magmat ic trend wh i ch
probably begins with the basic inclusions and ends with the
aplites. The same diagram also shows that the lamprophyres belong
to a different ~agmatic development.

Chemical alterations

Mineralogical and chemical alterations increase with increasing
deformation. The most important alteration is that of potassium
feldspar to mica, which is coupled with a decrease in the K20

content (Figure 5B, page 27). In preferential deformation pathways
(mylonites, shear zones), this alteration can occur completely.
Locally, even chlorite occurs and its formation is linked with an
enrichment of the MgO-content (MARQUER et al. 1985).

The most important chemical alterations affect the rock surrounding
the tension joints (Figure 60, page 28). STALOER (1964, 1981) has
shown that mainly quartz, biotite and phengite are leached out of
the rock. These mi nera 1s can then re-prec ipi tate out of the
hydrothermal solution but generally not in the proportion in which
they were initially dissolved. This process results in an increase
in the porosity of the rock affected.

Besides the leaching around the tension joints, the granite or
granodiorite can be altered locally by albitization or epidotiza
tion. Comparisons between unaltered and chemically altered rock
are generally based on the assumption that either the volume or the
Al-content of the rock rema ins constant. Th i s is not necessar i ly
always the case, particularly not with hydrothermal events such as
tens ion jo int format ion, a1though MARQUER et al. (1985) were ab1e
to show there was no significant volume increase or decrease in the
Grimsel area during the main alpine deformation.
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The occurrence of chlorite and epidote as joint or cleft fillings
shows that at least some of the aluminium was mobilised. GRESENS
(1967) has suggested a diagram in which the variation of the main
element contents between a chemically altered and an unaltered rock
can be represented as a function of a volume factor (Figure 12A-D).
The lines in the diagram for each oxide component are calculated
using the following equation:

.dn : Increase resp. decrease of the element in weight-% (grams
oxide/100g rock)

f v : Volume factor
Q : Specific weight of unaltered (ua) and altered (a) rock

Cn : Content of the element (oxide) in weight-% in unaltered (ua)
and altered (a) rock

In the case of alteration of GrGr by epidotization (Figure 12A and
12B; analyses from STALDER 1981; Appendix 5), it can be seen that
the variation lines for Si02 and A1 203 intersect at around f v = 1.
This means that the volume can be expected to remain constant when
estimating the element migrations. In this case, there is
virtually no increase in the porosity of the altered GrGr. Ca and
Fe are introduced into the rock, while K and Mg and, to a lesser
extent, Ti, Na and H20 (the latter corresponding more or less to
the loss of ignition GV) are removed. Si02 and A1 203 contents
remain more or less constant. These chemical alterations confirm
the microscopic observations that mainly biotite (+ sagenite) and,
to a lesser extent, potassium feldspar and albite are replaced by
epidote. The numerous discontinuities filled with epidote could be
1inked wi th th is a1terat ion to epidote wh ich is promoted by a
similar introduction of Ca.
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Figure 12: Diagrams according to GRESENS (1967)
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The element migrations are greater in the immediate vicinity of
clefts (Figure 12C and 120), which is probably a result of strong
convective flu id circu1at ion. The character ist ic increase in the
porosity of the leached granites compensates the volume loss of the
rock caused by element removal. The theoretical porosity calcu
lated from the volumetric weight for the two examples given reached
around 8 Vol-% (Figure 12C) and 13 Vol-% (Figure 120). The
increase in the porosity is an indication of the degree of leaching
of the rock. Depending on the intensity of the leaching, the same
element can be enriched or depleted (MARQUER et al. 1985).
Examples of this are Al, Ca and K which are slightly depleted (Al,
Ca) or enriched (K) at fv = 0.92 (Figure 12C) but behave in exactly
the opposite manner at fv = 0.87 (Figure 12D). Si, Fe, Mg and Na
always lie in the same range, i.e. they are either removed (Si, Fe,
Mg) or enriched (Na).

This tendency corresponds to a dissolution of quartz and biotite
(Si-, Fe-, Mg-decrease). At a low leaching level, part of the
epidote is also dissolved (slight decrease in Ca and Al). With
continuing leaching, epidote re-forms along with albite. In the

Figure 12: Diagrams according to GRESENS (1967) illustrating ele
ment migrations, shown for a comparison between chemi
cally unaltered (ua) and altered (a) granodiorite
(Fe203*' tota 1 iron expressed as Fe203; GV = loss of
ignition). The analyses originate from STALDER (1981;
Appendix 5).

A:Comparison between altered (to epidote) and
unaltered GrGr ( ua a, not determined).

B: Enrichment and depletion of the most important oxide
components following epidotization with constant
volume (fv = 1).

C, D: Compar i son betweeen una1tered and hydrotherma 11y
leached GrGr immediately bordering a tension joint
(ua = a = 2.72 g/cm3, STALDER 1981). The
poros i ty (p) was ca1cu1ated using the vo 1umetric
weight (VW) of the altered GrGr (C: VW a = 2.51
g/cm3; D: VWa = 2.36 g/cm3; STALDER 1981, Table 5,
page 24). The vo 1ume factor (fv) can then be
estimated from the porosity (shown with vertical
line).
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3.3

3.3.1

case of moderate leaching, adularia replaces biotite (slight K

increase, Figure 12C; STALDER 1964), which does not appear to be

the case with a higher degree of leaching (K decrease, Figure 12D).

The decrease in Mg and Fe is less marked in this case and indicates

the growth of chlorite and epidote which retain part of the Mg and

Fe released by the biotite dissolution.

The strong water circulation and the material migration associated
therewith are characteristic of the tension joint stage and are

probably responsible for sealing most of the discontinuities. The

different elements required for joint filling come from the leach

ing of the granites. As a result of oversaturation, a drop in

temperature and/or pressure release, the minerals precipitate out

of the aqueous so1ut ions and fill the interst ices. The jo ints

filled with powdery chlorite (K3 , NTB 81-07) and the calcite- or

calcite-chiorite-bearing discontinuities certainly belong to this
stage.

Hydrotherma lly leached areas represent preferent ia1 pathways for

potential water circulation. In addition, the hydrothermal

activity also leads to sealing of discontinuities.

Rock mechanical properties

Rock mechanical parameters

Tab le 7 gi ves the most important rock mechan i ca 1 parameters,
together with a few geophysical parameters.
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Centra 1 Aare gran i te Grimse l-Granodiorite Apl ite Lamprophyres
Number of samples ( )

Volumetric weight 2660 ± za.s (105) 2706 ± 13.6 (5ll) 2599 ± 17.4 (25) 2909 i 31.0 (19)
(kg/m3 j /1/ /1/ /1/ 11/

Poros ity 0.4 - 1.0 (3)
(Vo1.X! /4/

Uniaxial 169.1 ±37.1(54) 116.9147.9 (2ll) 225.6 1: 45.4 ( 13) 127.0 1 31.8 (9)
compres si ve strength /1/ /1/ /1/ /1/
IMPaj

Young's Modulus 53.3 ± 11.0 (54) 47.3 1 15.4 (2ll) 60.2 ± 8.9 (J 5) 42.4 ± 8.5 (9)
(E50-Modul ) /1/ /1/ /1/ /1/
(Gral

Poisson's Ratio 0.37 ± 0.12 (54) 0.33 1 0.15 (28) 0.40 ± 0.12 (J 3) 0.33 ± 0.17 (9)
/1/ /1/ /1/ /1/
0.33 ± 0.03 /9/

Tens i le strength 9.06 ± 1.48 (42) 9.54 ± 2.17 (24) 9.27 i 0.95 (9) 12.55 i 3.59 (6)(tens ile sp 1itt ing /1/ /1/ /1/ 11/
(MPa]

strength)

Triaxial 263 ± 29.9 (4) ( 5MPa) 230 1 70.7 (2) ( 5MPa) 297 (1) ( 5MPa) 240 (1) ( 5MPa)
compressive strength 333 ± 20.6 (2) (IOMPa) 287 1 24.7 (2) (JOMPa) 395 (ll ( IOMPa) 226 ± 44 (3) (20MPa)
[MPal 410 ± 63.8 (3) (20MPa) 355 1 28.3 (2) (20MPa) 455 (1) (20MPa)

/1/ /1/ /1/ /1/

Angle of friction 33 (1) (*) 30 1 2 (3) (*) 34 (*) 32.5 ± 3.5
((*): for fractures) 29 (11 36

/1/ /1/ /1/ /1/

Pressure wave velocity- 3111 ± 278 (105) 3351 ± 388 (58) 2948 ± 428 (25) 2120 ± 480 (4)

hand spec imen /1/ /1/ /1/ /1/

[m/s j 3100 - 3500 dry
4650 - 4750 water-

saturated /3/

Pressure wave velocity- 5600 1 100 /2/ 5600 1 100 /2/ 5400 - 5700 /2/ 5700 - 6100 /2/
whole rock 5450 - 5500 /5/ 5250 1 100 /5/ 5500 - 6200 /5/
[m/sI 5200 /8/ 5200 - 6250 /8/

4900 - 5300 /9/

Therma1 conductivity 2.5ll±0.19 (20) (wet) 2.4610.19 (16) (wet) 3.31±0.35 (2) (wet) 2.21±0.45 (3) (wet)
(W/m·Kj 3.34:!O.35 (20) (dry) 3.22±0.29 (16) (dry) 5.3210.49 (2) (dry) 2.71 ±0.60 (3) (dry)

/4/ /4/ /4/ /4/

Permeabi 1ity 5 .10-17 (JO~Pa) /1/
3.5-45·1(,-1 (5-15MPa)

(m/s] /6/
5'10-12 (5-30MPa) /7/

References Laboratory and Report

/1/ EPH NTD 61-01

/21 Prak 1a-Se i smos GmbH NTD 81-01

/3/ Geotest NTB 81-07

/4/ ETHZ 22.12.81

/5/ Geotest 84041 20.6.84

/6/ GSF Annua1 report 83

/7/ EIR AN-42-84-24

/8/ BPB Logs BOUS 85.001-3

/9/ WBK Seismic tomography

Table 7: Rock mechan i ca1 parameters of the ma i n rocks at the

GTS.
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3.3.2

Two important factors must be borne in mind when interpreting the
data:

a) The majority of measurements were carried out on drill cores in
the 1aboratory. 5ince the rock ins i tu is under greater
stress, these results do not represent true in situ values.

b) The parameters refer to the intact rock on a small scale. The
properties of the whole rock body will be affected by fractur
i ng , changes in rock type etc. These factors a1so affect
mainly the permeability.

Rock stresses

The stress measurements carried out by the BGR (Appendix 6) show
that:

there is an average difference of more than 10 MPa between the
minimum and maximum horizontal stress

- the maximum horizontal stress lies between 18 and 45 MPa and the
minimum principal stress between 15 and 32 MPa

the max imum horizonta1 stresses are genera11 y directed towards
the 5E, i.e. perpendicular to the main alpine schistosity 52.

The stress, which is 4-5 times higher than the lithostatic pressure
of around 9-12 MPa, indicates the presence of significant horizon
tal forces in the main compression direction NW-SE.
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4

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Measurement methods

Tunnel observations

The discontinuities occurring in the tunnels were mapped using a
specia1 geo logica 1 compass constructed by GEOTEST. The princip le
of the compass is based on taking bearings of the surface using two
1ight sources wh ich are mounted on a board. The azimuth and the
angle of dip of the board, which is aligned with the discontinuity
plane, are then determined as usual. A second method is based on
the exact transfer of the discontinuities onto a profile in the
form of a tracing graph of the tunnel. The azimuth and angle of
dip are then determined in a similar way to tracing the structures
on a drill core (explained later). Appendix 7 gives an example of
a tunnel map with the tracing graph of the discontinuities.

For the evaluation of the tunnel data, the GTS was divided into two
areas. The N area comprises the laboratory tunnel up to the branch
to the AU and VE areas and the WT area. The S area consists of the
rear laboratory tunnel, the VE and the AU areas (Figure 1, page 2;
Appendix 3). The division of the tunnel sections into two areas
was based on the fact that the N area generally has a more complex
pattern of brittle structures than the S area (Appendix 11).

Core observations

The identification of discontinuities in the boreholes was carried
out with a drill core tracing graph (isometric sketch). The tech-
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nique was deve loped by GEOTEST and is presented in deta i 1 in NTB
84-03 (pages 94-104). It can be summarised briefly as follows:

The drill cores have a line of orientation parallel to the borehole
axis and all structures are traced onto a transparent film, t .e ,
the traces of the discontinuities are recorded. Using a template
(adapted to the drilling diameter) on which the azimuth (Faz) and
angle of dip (Faw) are calibrated, an apparent Faz/Faw pair can be
determined for each surface. These values are then converted in
order to obtain the true Faz and Faw (computer program ORKE,
GEOTEST). The process corresponds to a triple rotation:

a) Rotating the orientation 1ine of the dri 11 core in an upwards
direction,

b) Vertical positioning of the borehole axis,
c)Rotating the orientation line of the drill core in a northerly

direction.

Appendix 8 provides an illustration of a drilling profile with all
the brittle structures determined in this manner.
NAGRADATA (Nagra data-bank system for geological data) covers the
brittle structures from only some of the boreholes drilled at the
GTS. Although only 12 boreholes were processed, they nevertheless
provi de a good cover of the who 1e GTS area since they can be
sequenced to form a N-S prof i 1e (F igure I, page 2; Append ix 3).
From N to S, these are:

N BOUS 85001
BOUS 85002
BOSB 80001
BOGS 84041A
BOUS 85003
BOSB 80002

BOSB 80003
BOSB 80004
BOSB 80005
BOSB 80006 + 83008

S BOSS 83001

A problem to be taken into consideration when evaluating the data
is the relatively small range of drilling directions for the dif
ferent boreholes, with the exception of BOGS 84041A which was
drilled vertically (Figure 13). The majority of the boreholes have
a WNW to WSW orientation and there is a marked drop in the E-W to
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NW-SE orie~tated discontinuities which can be identified; this is
because of sub-parallelism to the drilling direction (this affects
mainly S3, K2 and L; see chapter 4.4). These discontinuities can
however be taken into account in the N-S to SSW-NNE tunnel sections
where again different systems are less well represented (mainly S4,
K4; see chapter 4.4).

N

Figure 13: Stereographic projection (lower hemisphere) of drilling
and excavation directions of the boreholes and tunnel
sect ions used for the stat ist ica1 eva1uat ion of the
discontinuities (LS: laboratory tunnel; WT: heater test
tunnel; VE: ventilation tunnel; AU: decompressed zone
tunnel).

Since the different boreho1es cover a re 1at ive ly sma 11 range of
directions, a specific joint system could in fact be under
represented. The ca1cu1ated percentage frequenc ies for the
individua1 joint systems must therefore be interpreted with some
caution.
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Figure 14: Photographs of the Juchlistock area
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4.1.3 Surface mapping

A large part of the Juchlistock is easily accessible over a widely
denudated rock surface (Figures 14A and 14B). It was therefore
poss ib1e to obta in data on exposed br i tt 1e structures over a
representative surface area.

Six profiles were planned; their specifications are given in Table
8 and their traces are shown on the structure map (Appendix 9).
The prof i 1es are divided into sect ions wh ich are adapted to take
account of the terrain. The brittle structures were mapped along
these sections with a compass and measuring tape.

The main objectives of the mapping were:

- to obtain orientation measurements (azimuth and angle of dip) in
a statistically relevant quantity comparable with underground
measurements;

- to allow as exact a localisation of measurements as possible;
- to determine the orders of magnitude of joint lengths and dis-

continuity spacings;

with a view to provide complementary information on the geometry of
structures in the Test Site area.

Figure 14: Photographs of the Juchlistockarea

A Surface photograph of surface east of the
Juch 1i stock at around 2450 m towards the peak area
of the Juchl istock. The joints are clearly dis
tinguishable from the pol ished rock surface. The
rhombic pattern is a result of the intersection of
vertical S1+S2 structures with K2 structures.

B Surface photograph of surface south-east of the
Juchlistock along measurement profile 2 (see
Appendix 9) at around 2250 m. The profile lies in a
gully, a so-called "Chale", which corresponds here
to a large K2 disturbance.
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Altitude in
Profil e Section Length Direction m a.s ;}. included in

no. no. (m) Start End NAGRADATA

1 101-105 225 E - W 1995 2070

2 201-203 162 2085 2070 *

211-231 1075 SE - NW 2070 2430 *

241+242 65 2435 2460 *

3 301-331 900 S - N 2250 2145 *

4 401-413 ·600 W- E 2310 2155 *

5 501-526 1000 N - S 1790 1885

6 601-616 770 NE - SW 1845 2260 *

Table 8: Details of the surface profiles

Since NAGRADATA is designed for the processing of drill-core
measurements, the fie 1d prof i 1es 2,3,4 and 6 had to be converted
accordingly and were then included in the data-bank. The resulting
pole diagrams, azimuth/dip logs and lists formed the basis for the
information presented in chapter 4.6. In addition, the structures
which were recognisable in the aerial photographs were identified
using the field observations and the structure map (Appendix 9) was
prepared using this information.

4.2 General definitions

The discontinuities occurring at the GTS are the products of both
ductile deformation (foliation) and brittle deformation (frac
tures), as we 11 as contacts between two different rock types
(mainly lamprophyre/granite contacts).

The 1iterature defines the different forms of tectonic dis
continuity as follows (NTB 84-30, RAMSAY and HUBER 1987):
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- Foliation (schistosity): those surfaces which are characterised

by a preferred mineral orientation (mainly phyl los i l tcate

platelets) corresponding to their grain form;

Fracture: in genera1, any mechani ca1di scont i nui ty in the rock

which causes a loss of cohesion. If there is no differential

di sp 1acement para 11 e 1 to the fracture surface and the aperture

remains small (i.e. not more than 1-2 mm), the structure is

called a joint. Joints can be open or closed. In the latter

case, circulating hydrothermal solutions have deposited minerals

wh i ch have sea 1ed the open i ngs and the rock thus rega ins a

certain cohesion. If there is a differential displacement

para 11e 1 to the fracture surface, the structure is ca 11ed a

fault or a displacement or shear surface.

Further deformation phenomena are defined as follows and will

always be used in this sense in the present report:

- Shear zone: planar or curviplanar zone with greater length than

width surrounded by rocks with low deformat i on. A shear zone

can be continuous (ductile) or discontinuous (brittle) (RAMSAY

and HUBER 1987).

- Mylonite: fine-grained, banded and cohesive rock produced by

1oca1 processes such as p1ast i c g1id i ng and dynamic recrysta 1

1isation. A mylon i te generally shows high finite deformations

(RAMSAY and HUBER 1987).

Cataclasite: strongly deformed intact rock with massive, often

chaot i c texture. The deformat i on (catac1as is) wh i ch affects

more or less the total rock volume occurs by way of fracturing

of rock and mineral particles with simultaneous rotation and

mechanical mixing of these fragments (HEITZMANN 1985, RAMSAY and

HUBER 1987). Catac1asites generally form in the brittle-ductile

transition range (HEITZMANN 1985).
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- Kakirite: strongly brecciated, non-cohesive rock body penetrated
by jo i nt and shear surfaces. Deformat ion by catac 1as i s is.
restricted to these fracture zones and rock fragments are often
surrounded by rock flour (fault gouges) (HEITZMANN 1985).

- Fracture: any mechanical discontinuity in a rock, be it a joint
or a shear surface (KRAUSSE et al. 1978).

The nomenclature used in NTBs 81-07, 85-34 and 85-47 for tectonic
discontinuities distinguishes between schistosity and jointing.
Jointing is usually taken to include more or less planar surfaces
which penetrate the rock and therefore includes joints in the nar
rower sense as well as shear surfaces. Tension joints are a spe
cial phenomenon since these are usually longitudinal fissures and
cavities which are either open or filled mainly with quartz and
chlorite.

The discontinuities included in NAGRADATA and used for evaluation
purposes include only brittle structures. This covers the so
called fracture cleavage, i.e. fractures which lie parallel to the
schistosity. However, these structures can be broken up as a result
of drilling or core removal and do not necessarily correspond to an
actual joint or shear fracture.

Since most discontinuities are healed, traces of earlier movements
often have to be presumed because they occurred before or during
the mi nera 1 prec i pi tat i on. The occurrence of s1i ckensides,
polished joint surfaces and fault gouges generally indicates late
to post-metamorphic movements which is clear from the deformed
(late)-alpine mineral fillings. All this is the result of reac
tivation of old discontinuities during uplift. The movement can
also affect fracture planes which were formed as joints. STEeK
(1968a) gives such an example for chlorite joints (ZK2 = K3 ) .
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Two types of joint fillings can be distinguished in the case of
sealed discontinuities:

a) Actual joint coatings which were precipitated out from
hydrothermal solutions. Typical minerals are quartz, feldspar,
epidote, calcite, chlorite, and sphene. The joint thickness is
generally a few mm, but can also be several cm.

b) Thin mineral enrichments of biotite, muscovite and chlorite,
generally 0.5-2 mm thick. These mineral accumulations along
surfaces where displacement took place reflect what happens on
a large scale in shear zones and biotiteschists.

Number of "open" Number of closed Total number
discontinuities discontinuities of

Borehole discontinuities

Number % Number %

BOUS 85001 17 3.8 433 96.2 450

BOUS 85002 116 11.7 876 88.3 992

BOSB 80001 145 67.4 70 32.6 215

BOGS 84041A 61 22.3 213 77.7 274

BOUS 85003 56 9.2 556 90.8 612

BOSB 80002 17 26.2 48 63.8 65

BOSB 80003 13 22.8 44 77.2 57
BOS13 80004 16 72.7 6 27.3 22

BOSB 80005 70 54.3 59 45.7 129

BOSB 80006 24 15.9 127 84.1 151

BOSB 83008] 71 49.7 72 50.3 143
BOSB 83001

Total 606 19.5 2504 80.5 3110

Table 9: Number and percentage of 11 open 11 and closed di s
continuities in 12 boreholes at the GTS
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The evaluation of the data on jointing from 12 boreholes showed
that only 20% of the joints are broken or not infilled; this value
varies from borehole to borehole (Table 9).

4.3 Comments on the origin of the brittle structures

The structures which originated during the alpine structural over
printing are both ductile and brittle in nature (STECK 1968a,
CHOUKROUNE and GAPAI S 1983). Whether the rock fractures or
undergoes ductile deformation depends on the temperature and pres
sure conditions, on the properties of the mineralogical components
and, to some extent, on the grain size of the individual minerals.
Most of the deformed rocks at the GTS can be designated as
protomylonites (> 50% clasts in a dynamica lly recrysta 11 ised
matrix; HEITZMANN 1985). The occurrence of cataclasites or even
kakirites indicates late tectonic stresses.

The deformation caused by joint formation is very small. The
formation of joints during the main tectonic deformation phase can
therefore be ruled out since this phase was accompanied by strong
deformation. Although fractures could have been formed during the
main deformation phases, they would have developed by dilation into
veins or, as a result of shearing movements along the fracture sur
faces, into displacement surfaces or faults. Joints form mainly as
the result of the release of elastic strain energy accumulated in
the rock during the closing phases of the orogenetic activity or
above all during the course of late uplift in a region (RAMSAY and
HUBER 1987). Since most of the structures occurring at the GTS
originate from the time of the main alpine structural overprinting,
they correspond rather to shear surfaces than to joints in the nar
rower sense (Table 10).
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NTB 85-34 5TECK (1968a)

Discontinuity Mean azimuth Disconti nuity Explanationsystem angle of dip system

51 142/77 sinistral shear surface
51

52 157175 schi stosity

- - 52 -

53 183/65 53 dextral shear surface

- - 54 -

K
1 233/80 - -

partly inverted

K
2 199170 53 p.p. -

partly inverted

K
3 264/84 ZK

2 -

K
4 117/62 54 p. p , -

part 1y inverted

K
5 336/42 56

ZK (K
6)

sub- hori zonta 1 ZK
1 -

- 55 NW-stri ki ng reverse faults

L 216/80+242/80 -

CHOUKROUNE AND GAPAI5 (1983)

Exp1anati on

main alpine schistosity-

crenu1ation cleavage observed only in some
mylonites

conjugate to 51

sinistral shear surfaces, conjugate to 53

with chlorite-fi lled "cross-joints"

SE-striking, relatively flat reverse faults
conjugate to 55

a 1pi ne tens ion joi nts

conjugate to 56

lamprophyre directions, partly overlapping
with K

1,
K

2
or K

3

Table 10: Correlation of the discontinuity systems

Ductile and brittle structures can be produced simultaneously. The
brittle behaviour depends mainly on the stress difference to which
a rock is subjected (see PRICE 1966, BLES and FEUGA 1981, HANCOCK
1985, RAMSAY and HUBER 1987):

U1: maximum principal stress
U3: minimum principal stress

The fracture formation occurs via (Figure 15A-C):

a) Increasing the stress difference, e.g. through tectonic stress
(Fig. 15A);
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A

B
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extension fracture

c

Figure 15: Mohr diagrams showing the theoretical aspects of frac
ture formation
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b)Decreasing the principal stresses due to build-up of a
counteract ing pore pressure (P f ) without altering the stress
difference. Two cases can be distinguished (Fig. 15B):

- the minimum effective principal stress (03) exceeds the
tensile strength of the rock and extension fractures form;

- the shear stress (T) coup led with the norma 1 stress exceeds
the shear fracture limit and shear fractures are formed;

- The pore pressure may build up due to the decrease in the pore
vo 1ume caused by tecton ic stress or to mi nera1 react ions
and/or recrysta 11 isat ions (textura1 changes). The fact that
most of the discontinuities are healed indicates a
hydrothermal fluid circulation. This again could have
facilitated the formation of brittle structures.

Figure 15: Mohr diagrams showing the theoretical aspects of frac
ture formation (compiled after PRICE 1966, ETHERIDGE
1983, HANCOCK 1985, RAMSAY and HUBER 1987). The
stability limit of the isotropic rock follows the frac
ture criterium of Griffith:

T2 = 4T2 + 4To

(T, shear stress; o , normal stress; T, tensile
strength)

A Shear fracture formation by increasing the differen
tial stress (U1-U3)

B Fracture formation due to reduction of the principal
stresses with the effect of pore pressure (P f ) :

U1-U3 s 4T -> extension fracture

U1-03 > 4T -> shear fracture

C Reactivation of an existing discontinuity surface
which follows the Cou10mb-Navier fracture criterion:

T = To • tan<j>

(TO, cohesion; tane , coefficient of internal fric
tion)
A shear fracture occurs on 1y if 2a s 2{} s 2~ {{},
angle between 01 and the discontinuity; a, ~,

boundary angle).
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c) Reactivation of an old structure. The fracture formation is

influenced by the angle relationships between the shear surfaces

and the direction of the principal stress axes, as well as by
~

the amount of these stresses. Whether or not a discontinuity

surface will reactivate as a fracture, and thus whether it will

glide or not, depends mainly on the following parameters: coef

ficients of static and dynamic friction and cohesion on the sur

face of the discontinuity. These parameters are generally smal

ler than those of the corresponding isotropic rock (Fig. 15C;

RAMSAY and HUBER 1987).

While the first two of the abovementioned mechanisms - a) and b) 

are respons i b1e for the format i on of all br i tt1e structures, the

1ast process c) 1eads to the react i vat ion of the most important

structures and to the formation of catac1asites and kakirites.

Open fissures arise from the reactivation of old structures and

today these represent the most important water flow-paths.

4.4 Structures at the GTS (underground)

The aim was to confirm, supplement and, where necessary, to correct

Nagra's earlier division of the discontinuities into 3 schistosity

systems, 6 joint systems and an independent 1amprophyre direction

(NTB 81-07, 85-34, 85-47). Based on the fact that certain brittle

structures show preference for fill i ngs with certa i n minera 1s or

mineral associations (e.g. ch lor t te on K3 discontinuities), the

discontinuities were divided according to mineral coatings. In

order to discriminate between the brittle structure systems, the

following categories were defined:

- Of: 11open 11 discontinuities, i.e. those which are broken open

or not filled;
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- Bi:

- Gli:

- Chl:
- Cc:

- Ep:

- Qz:

- 61 -

discontinuities filled or coated only with biotite;
mica-bearing discontinuities, i.e. those with only biotite
and chlorite, muscovite and chlorite, biotite and mus
covite and/or biotite, muscovite and chlorite;
discontinuities with only (powdered) chlorite;
discontinuities with only calcite and/or with calcite and
chlorite;
discontinuities with only epidote and/or epidote-quartz;
discontinuities healed only with quartz.

4.4.1

To complement the brittle structures, foliation measurements were
also considered by way of comparison.

On the whole, the existing system for classifying the dis
continuities could be confirmed. A clear division of the two main
systems S1 and S2 is not always possible since the orientations of
these systems often over 1ap one another. On the other hand,
further evaluation of the brittle structure data allowed three new
systems to be identified, the nomenclature of STEeK (1968a) being
adopted, i.e. S4, Ss and S6.

Division of the discontinuities according to their orientation

For each of the 12 boreholes taken into consideration, as many pole
diagrams as possible were drawn of the different categories of
discontinuities. Pole sectors which should characterise actual
discontinuity systems were then derived from the pole maxima.

The delimitation (in Figure 16) of the pole sectors at angles of
dip of 60° and 25° is arbitrary. It is however based on the fact
that between 84 and 94% of the surfaces (in boreholes and in the
tunnel) in the steep systems have an angle of dip greater than 60°.
Discontinuity systems with an angle of dip less than 60° which,
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from the point of view of their azimuth, belong to a steep system,
are not taken into account. This explains why the residual sectors
often make up several percent (Figure 16).

The division based on azimuth and angle of dip is somewhat artifi
cial since

in the case of a curved surface, the orientation is always
changing (CHOUKROUNE and GAPAIS 1983);

- the orientat ion of a system with in a rock can change from area
to area (STECK 1968a).

As a result of the evaluation, the Schmidt net was divided into
pole sectors delimiting the individual discontinuity systems
(Figure 16).

90 270

Figure 16: Division of the Schmidt net into pole sectors (Rest =
residual sectors).
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The pole sectors actually give discontinuity orientations. They
can, however, be interpreted as a representative indication of an
existing discontinuity system since they are generally clear in
different pole diagrams, even when there are overlaps and connec
tions between neighbouring sectors (Table 11).

NTB 85-34 GT5/Boreho 1es GT5/Laboratory Tunnel

5ystem Mean azimuth/ Number of Mean azimuth Number of Mean azimuth Number of

angle of dip discontinuities (without inverted discontinuities (wi thout inverted di scont i nuit i es
consi dered di sconti nui ti es ) cons i dered di sconti nuiti es ) considered

51 142/77 639
147 807 147 171

52 157/75 519

53 183/65 271 183 306 185 44

K1 233/80 292 235 147 234 20
part1y inverted

K2 199/78 124 203 73 202 31
partly inverted

K
3 263/84 144 257 191 260 31

K4 117/62 163 119 113 114 9
part1y inverted

K5 (56) 336/42 isolated 315 62 335 8

ZK sub-hori zonta 1 73 sub-hori zonta 1 38 sub-hori zonta 1 1

54 - - 100 118 108 4

55 - - 141 212 151 8

L 216/80+242/80 186 219 82 218 25

Table 11: Average angles of dip and azimuths of the
discontinuity systems at the GT5.

Only brittle structures were evaluated with NAGRADATA but, in order
to characterise a discontinuity system as a schistosity, the duc
tile structures also have to be taken into account. The evaluation
of the foliation measurements by GEOTE5T resulted in only 51-, 52
and 53 pole sectors being shown. Accordingly, only these three
systems correspond to actual schistosities. Based on detailed
observat ions at the surf ace, CHOUKROUNE and GAPAI5 (1983) cou 1d
distinguish 52 as the main schistosity and 51 and 53 as conjugate
shear surfaces.
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The individual discontinuity systems are then characterised briefly
and each is illustrated with a pole diagram. Figure 17 shows a
comparison of the distribution of all brittle structures in the
boreholes and the GT5 tunnel.

ZK RestL

Boreholes (n=3110)
Discontlnultles: r-

open

....- tunnel (n=375)
healed

I-r-- ."

••••••••

not differentiated
M

:.

-t--

....- ....--f---- I-

I- ijI I I II I [] i till I EJ fR ID mm = I t:::Jo
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Figure 17: Distribution of all discontinuities in the boreholes
and the laboratory tunnel according to pole sectors.

4.4.1.1 Systems S1 and S2 (Figure 18, Tables 10 and 11)

General: Although 51 (shear surface) and 52 (main schistosity) form
two systems, they are treated together as they never occur
separately. It is also impossible to assign the different struc
tures clearly to 51 or 52 since their orientation varies within the
rock and leads to overlaps.

Characteristics: With the exception of calcite-bearing surfaces,
the systems 51 + 52 occur in all discontinuity categories (pp.60
and 61). Part icu1ar 1y noteworthy is the pronounced occurrence of
these systems in the case of open fractures.
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BOUS 85002 I Of

- 65 -

n= 116 '

Figure 18: Pole diagram for 51 + 52. Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and
16-times homogeneous distribution.

SOUS 85003/Cc n=89

Figure 19: Pole diagram for 53 e Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16
times homogeneous distribution.
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Frequency/distribution: S1 + S2 form by far the most frequently
occurring discontinuity pair since S2 corresponds to the main
alp ine schi stos i ty and is often represented together wi th S1 as
fracture cleavage. S1 + S2 can be recognised in all the boreholes
and in the laboratory tunnel, with the exception of borehole BOSB
80003. This can probably be explained by the sub-parallel direc
tion of S2 and of the borehole axis.

Example: Pole diagram for S1 + S2 for open fractures (Of) in
borehole BOUS 85002.

4.4.1.2 System S3 (Figure 19, Tables 10 and 11)

General: In contrast to S1 + S2, S3 is much less clearly in
evidence.

Characteristics: S3 is indicated in all discontinuity categories,
most clearly for epidote and quartz discontinuities. This confirms
the surface observation by STECK (1968a) to the effect that S3 is
often characterised by milky quartz veins.

Frequency/distribution: Large S3 disturbed zones are found only at
the entrance to the GS-cavern and in the AU- and VE-areas.

Example: Pole diagram for S3 for calcite- (and chlorite-) bearing
discontinuities (Cc) in borehole BOUS 85003.

4.4.1.3 Systems K2+L (Figures 20 and 21, Tab. 10 and 11)

General: K2 and L are treated together here because they rarely
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BOSB 800031 Ep+ Qz
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n=16

Figure 20: Pole diagram for K2 • Contoured at 2-. 4-. 8- and 16
times homogeneous distribution.

BOSB 800031 Of L n=13

..

Figure 21: Pole diagram for L. Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16-

times homogeneous distribution.
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occur separately. In addition, L indicates only one of two

lamprophyre direction maxima since the other overlaps with K1/K3•
L need not correspond to a britt le structure system but can a1so

simply represent a direction. This interpretation is supported by

the fact that, in the vicinity of L or along contacts with

1amprophyres, K2 genera lly adapts to the L-direct i on. No 1ink

could be established between Land K1 •

Whether K2 a lways represents an independent system is often not

clear since S3 overlaps to a large extent with K2 •

Characteristics: K2 occurs most clearly where L is strongly

represented.

Frequency/distribution: K2 and L occur much less frequently in the

boreh0 1esthaninthe tun ne1 (Fi gure 17, P. 64) . This isalmost

certainly a result of cutting effects since most of the boreholes

are sub-parallel to K2 • K2+L could be recognised most clearly in

the boreholes BOSB 80003 and 80004 since these cross a lamprophyre

rich zone.

Examples: Pole diagrams for K2 for discontinuities healed with

epidote, quar-tz and/or feldspar (Ep + Qz) in borehole BOSB 80003

(Figure 20);

Pole diagram for L for open fractures (Of) in borehole BOSB 80003

(Figure 21).

4.4.1.4 System K1 (Figure 22, Tables 10 and 11).

Genera1: It is very probab 1e that K1 does not represent actua 1

cross-jointing but rather, together with K3, a system conjugate to

S2.

Characteristics: K1 is shown most often by epidote-filled dis

continuities.
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n=20

Figure 22: Po1e diagram for K1 • Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16

times homogeneous distribution.

BOSB S0006+S3001/S/Chl n=27

Figure 23: Pole diagram for K3 • Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16

times homogeneous distribution.
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Frequency/distribution: Although K1 is a secondary system, it is
fairly widespread. It is most clearly represented in borehole BOSB
80001 since it is also shown there by open discontinuities.

Example: Pole diagram for K1 for epidote and/or quartz dis

continuities (Ep + Qz) in borehole BOSB 80001.

4.4.1.5 System K3 (Figure 23, Tables 10 and 11)

General: The K3-system corresponds to brittle structures which have
the greatest longi tud ina1 extent (up to severa1 decametres), as

seen from surface observations (STALDER 1964, STECK 1968a).

Characteristics: At the surface, K3 is evidenced mainly by chlorite
jo ints . At the GT5, however, K3 is character i sed by all mi nera1

coatings identified on joint surfaces. K3 can only be designated
as actual cross-jointing to the main alpine schistosity (52) when
it overlaps with K1, which is only partly the case. Otherwise,
together with K1, it forms a conjugate pair of brittle structures

with respect to 52.

Frequency/distribution: As the third most common system (Figure
17), K3 is represented in almost all the boreholes and in the
1aboratory tunne1• The clearest occurrence is in boreho1e BOUS

85002.

Example: Pole diagram for K3 for the chlorite discontinuities (Chl)

in the boreholes B05B 80006, 83001 and 83008.
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4.4.1.6 System S4 (Figure 24, Tables 10 and 11)

General: S4 (terminology for structures both of a brittle and duc
tile nature; STEeK 1968a) does not represent an actual schistosity.
Whether S4 represents an independent system at a11 can not be
determined with any degree of certainty. On the one hand, it could
form a system with K4 and, on the other hand, even small changes in
direction of the K3 system lead to considerable overlapping with
S4.

Characteristics: S4 is evidenced only slightly by discontinuity
coatings. The clearest evidence for this system is given by
brittle structures healed with mica, chlorite, calcite or epidote.

Frequency/distribution: S4 can be observed clearly only in the
boreholes BOUS 85002 and 85003. It occurs less frequently in the
tunnel than in the boreholes, which could be explained by the fact
that S4 is sub-parallel to the tunnel.

Example: Pole diagram for S4 for discontinuities filled with
epidote (Ep) in borehole BOUS 85003.

4.4.1.7 System K4 (Figure 25, Tables 10 and 11)

General: K4 can never be separated as such due to overlapping
mainly with S1 and, to a lesser extent, with S4. It could even
represent a sing 1e system together wi th S4 wh ich, together wi th
S3/K2, forms a system pair conjugate to the main schistosity (S2).

Characteristics: The system K4 is represented, even if only to a
small extent, in all discontinuity coatings. The presence of K4 in
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Figure 24: Pole diagram for 54. Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16
times homogeneous distribution.

SOUS 850011 GIi . n=77

Figure 25: Pole diagram for K4 • Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16
times homogeneous distribution.
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open fractures is notable. These brittle structures, which are
represented otherwise by 51+52 and 53, indicate either that part of
K4 really corresponds to the system 51 or could be a result of the
systems 51 and 54 bordering on one another.

Frequency/distribution: K4 occurred most clearly in the boreholes
B05B 80006, 83001 and 83008. It can also be identified in the
boreholes BOUS 85001 and 83003. The fact that K4 occurs less often
in the tunnel than in the boreholes could be due to the fact that
both directions are sub-parallel.

Example: Pole diagram for K4 of the mica-bearing discontinuities
(Gli) in borehole BOU5 85001.

4.4.1.8 System Ss (Figure 26, Tables 10 and 11)

General: Ss (terminology for shear surfaces according to STEeK
1968a) is not actually a schistosity. It is difficult to decide
whether it represents an independent system since Ss surfaces show
an 51+52- and K4-azimuth but are distinguished from these systems
by a clearly smaller angle of dip.

Characteristics: Because it occurs so rarely, the system Ss has no
characteristic, statistically relevant discontinuity fillings.

Frequency/distribution: Ss could best be distinguished as a
separate system in the boreholes BOSB 80006, 83001 and 83008.

Example: Pole diagram for Ss for the quartz joints (Qz) in the
boreholes BOSB 80006, 83001 and 83008.
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Figure 26: Pole diagram for Ss. Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16
times homogeneous distribution.

BOUS 85003

+ +

n=56

Figure 27: Pole diagram for S6. Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16
times homogeneous distribution.
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4.4.1.9 System S6 (Figure 27, Tables 10 and 11)

Genera1: S6 (termino logy for shear surfaces according to STECK
1968a) is not clearly defined as a system at the GTS. It was
however identified as it can sometimes (although rarely) be recog
nised clearly at the surface (STECK 1968a).

Characteristics: System S6 could in fact represent overturned S1+S2
structures, particularly where S6 is indicated by biotite dis
continuities or open joints. Only quartz discontinuities give any
indication of the independent nature of this system.

Frequency/distribution: S6 is most clearly identifiable in the
boreholes BOSB 80006, 83001 and 83008, as well as in BOUS 85003.

Example: Pole diagram for S6 for the open joints (Of) in borehole
BOUS 85003.

4.4.1.10 System ZK (Figure 28, Tables 10 and 11)

General: Tension joints occur only rarely but form the most notice
able, and often the most attractive, brittle structures. They are
very rarely found in boreholes, which is due to the horizontal or
slightly inclined course of the latter.

Characteristics: Tension joints are indicated clearly only by
quartz veins.

Frequency/distribution: Tension joints are evidenced most clearly
by discontinuities filled with quartz in the boreholes BOUS 85001
and 85003. At the GTS, the largest tension joint was encountered
in the measuring tunnel in the AU area.
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Example: Pole diagram for ZK for quartz discontinuities (Qz) in
borehole BOSB 85001.

BOUS85001 ZK n=15

.........Q .· . . . . . . . . . .

: :.::::: ZK ::::::::::
· . . . . . . . . . . .
· . . . . . . . . . . .
· ' .

Figure 28: Pole diagram for ZK. Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16
times homogeneous distribution.

4.4.1.11 Discontinuity distribution in the boreholes

The statements made up till now on the individual discontinuity
systems are based on the evaluation of pole diagrams. The neces
sary caution to be applied when interpreting the systems identified
in this way is mentioned in the summary (Chapter 4.4.5).

Greater differences in the distribution patterns of the brittle
structures result when the discontinuities are identified according
to borehole (Figure 29). This division clearly shows the
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Figure 29: Discontinuity systems divided according to boreholes
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4.4.2

heterogeneity of the distribution of the systems within the rock
body. The differences in restr icted areas show the heterogene ity
of the deformation. S1+S2 remain the dominant systems in all
boreho1es, except for BOGS 84041A which crosses an S3 fracture zone
and BOSB 80003 wh ich crosses a 1amprophyre-r ich zone where K2/L
dominates. The following discontinuity systems are predominant in
the whole GTS (boreho1es and tunne1)(Figures 17 and 29):

- S1+S2
- S3
- K2/L

- K3

- K4/S4
- K1

Ss, S6 and ZK occur significantly less often. S1 and S3, K2/L and
K4/S4 can be interpreted as equivalent systems. K3 occurs partly
as cross-jointing to S2, but also to some extent with K1 as a con
jugate system to S2.

Mineralisation of the fractures at the GTS

When distinguishing the characteristic mineral coatings on the dif
ferent fracture surfaces, on 1y the domi nant fill ings were taken
into consideration. The division into 6 categories (see pp. 60 and
61) comprises, depending on the boreho1e, between 55 and 95% of all
brittle structures (Figure 30). This division is nevertheless
taken as representative for evaluation purposes because the fill
ings not taken into account (residual) are generally mixtures of
different minerals (e.g. epidote + chlor ite , quartz + ch lor ite}.
These mi nera 1 assoc iat ions do not indi cate a new di scont inuity
system since they can certainly be assigned to at least one (as a
rule to more) of the filling categories already distinguished.
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Figure 30: Division of discontinuities according to mineral coat
ings. Abbreviations: Of: "open" fractures; Bi:
biotite-bearing fractures; Gli: mica-bearing fractures;
Chl: chlorite-bearing fractures; Cc: calcite-bearing
fractures; Ep: epidote-bearing fractures; Qz: quartz
bearing fractures; Rest: residual fractures.
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4.4.3

The distribution of the individual discontinuities according to
mi nera1 coat ings shows clear differences infrequency. In add i
tion, the individual frequencies of filling categories vary sig
nificantly in the different boreholes. Although a characteristic
mineral filling can occur preferentially in a specific system, this
does not imply exclusivity, since a system is always characterised
by several mineral coatings.

The nature of the filling is influenced to some extent by the host
rock of a brittle structure. This is clear in the case of the cal
cite fractures which occur almost exclusively within, or in the
vicinity of, lamprophyres (e.g. BOUS 85003).

The variation of category frequencies between the boreholes is also
the result of the experience gained during drilling in interpreting
the degree of filling of a discontinuity. This applies in the
first instance to the so-called "open" fractures which, on closer
observation, could also have been interpreted as biotite- or mica
fractures (e.g. in BOSB 80001). Since this affects mainly the
"open" fractures and the biotite or mica fractures, comparisons of
these fracture frequencies should be carried out semi
quantitatively.

Degree of connectivity of the brittle structures

The degree of connectivi ty of a br itt1e structure corresponds to
the ratio of the surface trace on the tunnel wall or drill core to
the amount of complete separation of the rock body. It represents
a measure for the longitudinal extent of a joint since this
parameter cannot be determined more accurately underground without
considerable simplification.

Statistical evaluation was carried out only for the tunnel data

(Figure 31; NTB 85-34). The evaluation based on the earlier divi-
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sion of discontinuities is still valid since this was, at best,
only supplemented and not brought into question.

n: total number of 51 52 53
- surfaces

*'.5 -
III

mean value
n=104 n=98

CII
E -
:::J
.5 52 74'E 50 50 500
0
III
:c
'0...
CII
.0
E
:::J -
Z

-

Degree of connectivity 0 100 0 100 0 100

In%
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K1 K3 K4 L

n=17 n=36 n=14 n=74

71 41 35
50 50 50 50-

-
-

-
-

~!'iI

0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100

Figure 31: Degrees of connectivity of the individual discontinuity
systems in the laboratory tunnel. This Figure is based
on NTB 85-34; the division used there into systems 51
and 52 is based on a 51/52 boundary with 150 0 direction
of dip. The two histograms must therefore be inter
preted with caution. In this Figure, L comprises all
1amprophyre/ZAGr and GrGr contacts, irrespect i ve of
their direction.

Only systems with a high degree of connectivity are potentially
important aquifers. As can be seen from Figure 31, the
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4.4.4

granite/1amprophyre contacts (L) show the highest degree of con

nectivity (94%). This is not surprising as individual 1amprophyres

can be correlated over several hundred metres. Figure 31 also

shows that the systems correspond i ng to a sch i stos i ty (51+52 and

53) also have a high average degree of connectivity (> 70%).

In the case of healed fractures, the brittle structures occurring

in the 1amprophyres and those characterised by ca 1cite coatings

a lways have a high proportion of non-connected surfaces (in BOU5

85003 30-60%). These features point to feather joints produced by

shear movements during the deformation of the lamprophyres.

Discontinuity spacings

Appendices lOA and lOB give details of the discontinuity spacings

according to GT5-areas (tunnel and boreho1es). When dividing the

discontinuities, the earlier system according to NTB 85-34 was

used.

No new evaluation of discontinuity spacings was carried out. The

following information is therefore based on NTB 85-34.

The individual discontinuities in a system tend to occur in sets,

which is clear from the Poisson distribution of the fractures

(Figure 32). Of the 7 systems taken into consideration (51+52, 53,

K1, K2, K3, K4 ; Appendices lOA and lOB), 53 has the greatest

tendency to close set spac i ng and K3 the sma11est. For all

systems, the spacing between two surfaces of the same system is in

the range of one metre or more in less than 5% of all dis

continuities.
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Figure 32: Discontinuity spacings: mean values for the whole GTS
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4.4.5 Summary overview

Whether each of the 12 pole sectors distinguished actually cor
responds to a discontinuity system is questionable. Overlaps of 10
to 20° in both the direction of strike and the dip are widely found
and can lead to deception as to the existence of a system. The
individual discontinuities therefore form a so-called fracture
spectrum (HANCOCK 1987) which is characterised by a scatter of
azimuths.

Despite this reservation, Table 12 shows the systems which clearly
exist.

System Comments

52 Main schistosity (azimuth strongly overlapping
with Sl; the two systems cannot be separated
on the basis of orientation alone)

51 and 53 equivalent system pair (conjugate)

S4/K4 and K2/L equivalent system pair (+ orthogonal)

Kl and K
3

equivalent system pair (conjugate)

ZK tension joints

Table 12: Systems shown to exist at the GTS

Ss, and particularly S6, are not clearly evidenced although they
were described by STECK (1968a) and by CHOUKROUNE and GAPAIS (1983,
only Ss).

The dominant discontinuity systems are shown in Figure 33 as a
block diagram.
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K2/L

55

systems. For a
ZK and the

Block diagram of the domi nant fracture
better overview, the sub-horizontal system
hypothetical system 56 were left out.

Figure 33:

The long chlorite-filled fractures which are typical of K3 some
times correspond to cross-jointing to 52. In such cases, the
azimuth lies between typical K3 and K1 directions; otherwise K3 and
K1 form a system pair conjugate to the main schistosity.
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54 and K4, as well as K2 and L, were treated together. The reason

for this lies in the proximity of these pole sectors to one

another. Because of the small differences in azimuth and angle of

dip, they cannot be distinguished clearly as two systems.

Appendix 11 shows the most important discontinuities according to

borehole and GT5-section (tunnel). The variations in azimuth and

angle of dip within the GTS can be seen clearly. There are also

significant differences within this detailed division as the

dominant fracture systems differ from place to place. This situa

t ion is caused to a cons i derab 1e extent by the i nf 1uence of the

drilling direction on the relative frequency of the individual

fracture systems.

The apparent absence of a system in a section can also be mislead

ing if the other systems are represented by a significantly larger

number of brittle structures. Although actually present , the

apparently absent system is suppressed and thus not identified ..

Finally, the absence of a system does not necessarily mean that it

has no significance. A system which is of secondary importance

percentage-wise can nevertheless be fairly significant because,

e. g., it has a 1arge number of open fractures or a cons i derab 1e

longitudinal extent. The lamprophyre contacts which have L- and

Kr-d ir-ect ions are a typical example of this since they are often

accompanied by open and water-bearing joints.

The variations in the orientation of discontinuity systems are

certainly influenced by local heterogeneities. Lamprophyre con

tacts form the most important mechanical discontinuities which can

alter the regional stress field and determine the local one. The

formation of certain brittle structures is influenced in this man

ner since the main stresses on which the formation of a tectonic

discontinuity depends can alter in direction and strength.
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4.5

4.5.1

Underground, i .e , in tunnels and boreholes, the systems are
represented in the following order of frequency (Figures 17 and 33,

p. 64 and 85):

51+52 36.2% K2/L 7.6%

53 11.8% 5s 6.3%

K3 10.6% 56 2.0%

K4/54 10.6% ZK 1.1%

K1 8.6% Rest 5.2% (Fig. 13, p. 49)

Open joints are found mainly in the systems 51+52, which clearly
dominate. The remaining open fractures are distributed over the
other discontinuity systems, the frequency being given in Figure
29.

Surface structural geology

Orientation of the discontinuity systems

60% of a11 the measured va1ues can be ass igned to four systems.
5ince, in a jointed zone, one measured value can correspond to
several planes, more than 90% of all discontinuities are ultimately
taken into account.

The frequency distr ibut ion of the measured va1ues is, as can be
seen from Table 13, very uneven. Even after the correction neces
sitated by the direction of profile 6 (51 and 52 values not taken
into account), the system 51+52 still dominates by far. Within the
area investigated, there are no marked trends with regard to fre
quency distribution of discontinuity systems.

The systems 51 +52 and 53 correspond more or less exact ly to the
corresponding division underground (see Figure 20, p. 67). Pole
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diagrams can be used to separate 51 and 52 from one another; the
boundary of these systems is at an azimuth of dip of 150°. On the
surface, K2 and K3 were extended by the interlying systems Land K1

which are statistically difficult to recognise. In order to calcu
1ate the true th icknesses and discont inu i ty spacings, a we ighted
mean value was taken from the pole diagrams.

Azimuth/angle of dip [B / a ] Corresponds
underground Comments

Pro port i on of Wei ghted mean to the system
System measured Range of vari ati on va1uevalues

B 135-171; 325-342
$1+$2 65% 155/70 $1+$2 Values for profile 6

a 63-88; 85-90 not taken into account

B 172-198
$3 5% 188/81 $3

a 70-90

B 199-229
K2 10% 210/75 K2 und L L stati stica11y

a 72-90 i nseparab1e

B 230-267
K3 20% 258/80 K1 und K3 K1 statistically

a 72-90 inseparable

Table 13: Main discontinuity systems at the surface (60% of all
measured values)

The range of variation of the discontinuities 51+52 lying sub
parallel to the main schistosity is similar both on the surface and
underground. In profi les 2 and 3, 20- to 150 m-long sect ions can
be identified which are dominated either by 51 (azimuth of dip <

150°) or by 52 (azimuth of dip> 150°). 52 appears to occur more
frequently in the vicinity of K2 - or K3 fracture zones.

In several pole diagrams, an accumulation of the pole points of all
four systems along a great circle with a 1inear intersection of
187/80 can be seen (Figure 34). This direction corresponds to the
intersection lines between any discontinuities on this great cir
cle. The intersection lines within the 4 systems, and thus between
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the majority of the discontinuities, run mostly parallel and dip
steeply to the south.

ZK should be mentioned as a further relevant discontinuity system

which is, however, statistically very poorly represented. It com
prises the slightly NE-dipping tension joints which occur mainly in
the southern section of profiles 2 and 3.

Profiles 2,3,4,6

+
\+

+ + +
+ +

+

++

+ +
+ +

n=1087

4.5.2

Figure 34: Pole diagram for the orientation data of zones with 2
15 joints/m (profiles 2, 3, 4 and 6; contoured at 2-,
4-, 8- and 16-times homogeneous distribution). The
Figure gives an example of accumulation of surface
poles "al ong" a great circle. The axis of the great
circle ( 187/80) is shown by a point.

Mineralisation of the fractures at the surface

Because of the strong weather i ng, mi nera 1s can on ly rare ly be
recognised and identified as joint fillings. Table 14 gives the
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mineral fillings observed for the different discontinuity systems.
There are no data which would allow a more extensive evaluation.

Minerals
Chl Chl+Qz Qz Qz+Ep

System

S,+52 - x 0 x

S3 x - x -

K2 0 x x -

K3 x - - -

ZK - x x -

Table 14: Mineral fillings of the joint systems (0 = individual
measurement; x = severa 1 measurements and - = no
measurement.

Connectivity and extent of the discontinuities

Almost all the discontinuities recorded in the range of the profile
lines are non-cohesive surfaces penetrating through the rock body.
On the one hand, there are joints whose original apertures have
been largely obscured by weathering and gravitation and are there
fore no longer measurable. On the other hand, there are shear sur
faces along which weathering processes have cleared out the
intensively fractured area and their original thicknesses are no
longer measurable.
The third group to be mentioned are the healed joints. In so far
as they are several mm thick or recognisable due to weathering,
they were taken into consideration and make up less than 2% of all
discontinuities.
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In the field, the extent of the discontinuities was divided into
four categories as follows:

Length 2.5 m 10 m 25 m

Category 1 2 3 4

The interruption of the discontinuities could only be observed
directly in relatively few cases because of erosion or Quaternary
cover. In most cases, the interruption takes the form of intersec
tion with another system. Single joints in particular can
gradually disappear and be lost in the undisturbed intact rock.

Appendix 12 gives the pole diagrams corresponding to the extent of
the surface structures. For the four main discontinuity systems, a
rough division of lengths can be made as in Table 15.

System Extent

2.5 m 10 m 25 m L

51+52 1 5 18 40 64

53 1 2 1 2 6

K2 - 2 6 2 10

K3 1 3 4 12 20

L 3 12 29 56 100%

Table 15: Estimated distribution of the extent of discontinuities
in the four main systems
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44% of the discontinuities (zones) have an extent of < 25m. S3 and

K2 in particular are dominated by this proportion of dis

continuities which end or are lost within the visual range of the

profile lines.

It is evident that the fault zones which extend over greater dis

tances are not clearly defined with one measurement (in the region

of the profile line). An example of this is profile 6 in the

Geisschalen (S2 disturbance, Appendix 9). Morphologically the

gully is eroded along a 154/74-oriented "d i scont lnu i ty", The

azimuths and angles of dip for the most jointed areas measured over

the 800 profile metres vary between 134-172/60-90 (Figure 35).

From 33 measured values, a genera 1 profi le of 155/77 can be

determined.

Profile 6 n=33

Figure 35: Pole diagram for measured values of strongly jointed

zones in profi le 6. Contoured at 2-, 4-, 8- and 16-

times homogeneous distribution.
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4.5.4 Discontinuity spacings

During the field studies, it was decided to distinguish three
degrees of jointing and to include these in NAGRADATA (Table 16).

Field measurements NAGRADATA

Category Discontinuity spacing J\1easured val ues Input CODE

virtually no for each joint:

jointing - intersection point on profile *
- azimuth/angle of dip * KLUF

50 cm

slightly on profile: beginning and end of zone *
jointed joint density (joints/m) number KLPA

azimuth/angle of dip, average *
5 cm

strongly jointed on profi 1e: beginning and end of zone *
joint density

not
covered ZSOG

azimuth/angle of dip, average *

Table 16: Division into jointing categories. Abbreviations: KLUF:
single joint; KLPA: parallel joints; lOSG: strongly
jointed zone (NAGRACODE, NTB 84-03).

The division is based on morphological criteria:

a zone with more than 20 joints/m appears in the rock body as a
channel,

- areas with less than 2 joints/m appear at first sight as
unjointed.
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4.5.4.1 Frequency distribution of the 3 jointing categories in the 4 main

systems

Using Appendix 13, the following distribution can be made:

- zones with ~ 20 joints/m are almost entirely restricted to
51+52;

- zones with < 20 joints/m can be divided into 4 main dis
continuity systems (51+52, 53, K2 , K3) .

4.5.4.2 Determination of true discontinuity spacings

Azimuth/dip-logs and lists of discontinuity systems were drawn up
from the values in NAGRADATA and the following parameters were then
calculated (Figure 36):

a = thickness of joint zone
b = thickness of interlying lI unjoint edll zone
c = joint spacing within a (only for zones of 2-20 joints/m).

PROFILE

c

Figure 36: Scheme of calculated discontinuity spacings
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The values a and b are presented in Appendix 13 as a histogram in
thickness classes of 0.5 m and in Appendix 14 as an empirical dis
tribution function. Appendix 15 shows the frequency of c-values
and their dependence on a.

Only those sections of the total profile lengths which could be
interpreted without any gaps were evaluated; this led to a decrease
of 30% in the profile lengths. The results obtained from 2300 m of
profile are still considered to be representative.

The simplest characterisation of the a-, b- and c-values determined
for the 4 main discontinuity systems is the central value (median).
If necessary, thickness ranges for a and b, which correspond to a
specific percentage of the measured values, can be read directly
from the summation curves in Appendix 14. The following values
characterise the different systems:

- 51+52 zones with ~ 20 joints/m

Medians: a = 2.5 m
b = 10 m

The values for bare 2.5-4 times greater than for a.

- 51+52 zones with 2-20 joints/m

Medians: a = 2.5 m
b = 4.0 m
c = 0.16 m

The a-va 1ues are in the same range as for zones with z 20
joints/m. The b-values are up to 3 m greater than a and are
thus very similar to a.
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- Zones with 2-20 joints/m in:

Medians: a = 1.8
b = 12.0

c = 0.10

1.2

9.5
0.2

1.0 (m)
13.9 (m)
0.26 (m)

It is typical for all three systems that more than 60% of the a
values are less than 2.0 m and the b-values are significantly
more than a.

There is no apparent 1ink between a and c in any of the 4 dis
continuity systems (see Appendix 15). At the most, for $1+$2 and
K3 , areas within which 90% of the data lie could be defined mathe
matically.

Table 17 gives the results for the discontinuity spacings and com
pares them with the extents.

System ~zimuth/angle of dip, ~Jeighted Discontinuity spacings Estimated distribution (%)
range of variation mean value CODE Limit Median [m] Extent

[m] a b c 2.5m 10m 25m

Sl+S2 135-171 /63-88 ZOSG 2.5 10.0 - 12
155/70 - 0.05

325-342 /85-90 KLPA 2.5 4.0 0.16 <1 3 15 20
- 0.5

KLUF - - - 2 3 8

S3 172-198 /70-90 188/81 ZOSG - - - <1
- 0.05

KLPA 1.8 12.0 0.18 1 2- 0.5
KLUF 1 2

K2 199-229 /72-90 210/75 ZOSG - - - <1
- 0.05

KLPA 1.2 9.5 0.2 1 4
- 0.5

KLUF 1 2 2

K3 230-217 /72-90 258/80 ZOSG - - - <1
- 0.05

KLPA 1.0 13.9 0.26 1 1 2- 0.5
KLUF 1 3 10

Table 17: Characterisation of jointing categories in the 4 main
systems. Abbreviations: 10SG: strongly jointed zone;
KLPA: parallel joints; KLUF: single joint (NAGRACODE,
NTB 84-03).
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4.5.5

Compared with the structural map (Appendix 9), the low proportion
of strongly jointed zones with a long extent in the systems K2 and
K3 is notable. This is caused on the one hand by the profile line
and, on the other hand, by the fact that these structures are
treated as lamprophyres in the area investigated.

Indications of movement

The recording of structures within a narrow zone along a profi le
line gives only incidental information on movements in the dis
continuity systems. Only a few isolated indications of movement
can therefore be obtained from the field observations. These are
sketched in Figures 37 and 38 and compiled in Table 18. Apparently
movements occurred in different phases and in varying directions
along larger fault zones.

t
N

Sm

Figure 37: Sketch of an intersect ion of three 1amprophyre dykes
with a strongly jointed zone in 51+52. Coordinates: ca.
667,000/159,770 (difficult to access). This phenomenon
could only have been caused by multiple opposing
shearing movements.
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Figure 38: Large-sca1e de1imitat i on of the 1amprophyre-r i ch area

(dotted) by disturbed zones east of the Juchl istock

(scale 1:10,000). The movements along fault zones 1

and 2 are interpreted hypothet i ca 11 y on the bas i s of

drag structures observed in the field. Such a

phenomenon can be explained only by multiple movements

in different directions.
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System Locality Phenomenon Interpretation

Sl+S2 Profile 4, 85 m displacement in rock texture sinistral fault
225 m displacement in rock texture dextra1 fault

Geisschale - 1ack of lamprophyres normal fault
who1e profil e 6 - dragging of lamprophyres dextral fault

- azimuth of lineations: sector SW sinistral fault

Figure 41 - displacement of lamprophyres (K2 or K3) reverse fault
- dragging of lamprophyres sini stral fault

Bachlisbach - displacement of lamprophyres (K3) sinistral or normal fault
- dragging of lamprophyres dextral fault

K2 Geisschale - displacement of the Geisschale ($2) dextral fault
at level 2280

profiles 6 and 2 - azimuth of lineations dextral fault

S3(?) Strahlchale - displacement of lamprophyre-rich dextral or normal fault
rock area

see Figure 42 - dragging of lamprophyres sinistral fault

profil e 3, 450 m - azimuth of feather joints in sinistral fault
1amprophyre

Table 18: Indications of movement along discontinuities

4.6

4.6.1

Structural map of the Juchlistock

General overview of the Juchlistock area

In the Juchlistock area, a rhombic network of 2 main structural
directions can be recognised (Figure 39):

the direction corresponding to the main schistosity, striking
around bO° NE (discontinuity system 53. + 52) and obliquely
angled thereto
the 600 NW-striking direction of the main jointing (dis
continuity system K2 ) .

Landscape elements in the 53.+52 direction from north to south are:

- Bach 1i sbach
- Brungrat-Juch 1i stock
- Ge isscha len

- Juchlichalen - central part of Lake Grimsel
- 5pitte 11 amm.

These graben and the mountain ridge have a very rugged appearance.
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Legend

••••• Ridge

Ravine

:::::::: GTS zone

- 100 -

Reproduziert mit Bewilligung des Bundesamtes fur l.andestopoqraphie vom 11.12.84

Figure 39: Morphologically recognisable main structures in the
Juchlistock area.

Landscape elements in the K2 -direct ion from south-west to north
east are:

- Juchli - Lake Grimsel (- Grimsel pass)
- the ridge from the Juchlistock to the Grimsel hospice
- the Strahlchale (somewhat oblique)
- Raterichsboden lake - east end of the Bachlisblatti
- Course of the river Aare.

The graben and mountain ridge are - partly due to glaciation - less
noticeably eroded.
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The GT5 lies in a rock body which is clearly penetrated by 51+52
structures and can be defined along intensively fractured zones:

Bachlisbach in the N

Spittellamm in the S

Juchli in the W

Course of river Aare in the E

}
}

51+52 structures

K2 structures

50me areas in which the 51+S2 and K2 structures intersect with one
another are particularly marked:

l)the Bachlisboden,
2) the NW corner of the Raterichsboden lake,
3) the snow-field at Pt. 2218 on the 5trahlchale,
4) Lake Grimsel in the section Juchlichalen - 5pittellamm/Juchli.

The rock bodies are prismatic and dip steeply to the south, forming
a kind of lIchimneyll with increased jointing. Areas 2) and 3) men
tioned above were penetrated by the main access tunnel and have
proved to be strongly water-bearing. The immediate vicinity of
area 3) is the subject of underground seismic investigations.

Joints running parallel to the valley incisions (valley joints) are
interpreted as a syn- to post-glacial "sheet inq" effect caused by
pressure relief (STALDER 1964).

The transit ion from Centra1 Aare gran i te in the N to Gr imse1

granodiorite in the 5 of the Juchlistock is recognisable neither in
nature nor from aerial photographs as a change in the structure of
the rock body. Th i s change occurs smooth 1y in a trans i t ion zone
wh ich is some decametres wi de and extends, ob1iquely to the ma in
schistosity, from immediately north of the Juchlistock to the end
of the Raterichsboden lake.
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4.6.2

Lamprophyres are found frequent ly in the higher part of the
mountain flank between the Juchlistock and the Raterichsboden lake.
Their occurrence is restricted to the following areas:

- between Bachlisbach and Strahlchalen in a ca. 100 m - wide strip
along level 2200,

- between Strahlchalen and Geisschalen from level 2000 to 2350.

South of the Geisschalen, no more lamprophyres are exposed.

Comments on the structural map

The structural map (Appendix 9) is a compilation of field measure
ments, tunnel mapping and interpretation of aerial photographs with
reference to structures and water cond i t ions in the rock body in
the area of the GTS.

Based on the measurement profiles and supplemented partly by iso
1ated measurements, the ma in surface structures were ass igned to
the different discontinuity systems. The division of structures
outwith the measurement profiles is largely interpretative since it
is based on photogeological analyses.

The course of the lamprophyres was first mapped and then completed
using aerial photographs. Over wide stretches in the field, it is
often only the structure and not the actua 1 dyke rock that is
recognisable.

The mapping of surface waters relates to the situation in late sum
mer after so-called complete snow-melt. A significant contribution
to the hydrological data was made by the information on water
influxes in the main access tunnel and in the laboratory zone {GTS)
which indicate areas in the rock which have a significantly higher
permeability.
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4.7

4.7.1

4.7.2

Comparison of structures observed on the surface and underground

Comments on measurement methods

Acquisition of structural data in surface profiles, on tunnel walls
and in drill cores are approaches which investigate a rock body on
very different sca1es and under very different condit ions. The
possibilities and the best methods for identifying structures dif
fer significantly and the final consistent presentation of the data
in NAGRADATA was achieved only by making relevant adaptations of
information from three different collections of raw data.

The fo 11 owi ng paragraphs wi 11 comment on the extent to wh ich the
results of the three different recording methods can be compared
with one another (if at all), how far they complete one another and
what information is still required.

Quantities of data

A compari son can be drawn between the number of measured va1ues
obtained in the boreholes, the GTS tunnel and on the surface.

The selected structures covered by NAGRADATA are divided as fol
lows:

Total Number of Number of
length (m) discont. planes discont./m '

Boreho1es 1410 3100 2.2
GTS tunnel 750 500 0.7
Surface profiles 3300 4800 1.5
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4.7.3

The relatively low number of measured values from the tunnel
measurements can be exp1ained part1y by the carefu 1 dr ill i ng
methods employed. In blasted tunnels (e.g. G5- and BK-areas), the
number of measurable discontinuities is significantly greater than
in comparable stretches which were excavated by tunnelling machine.

Frequency distribution of discontinuity systems

With regard to the location of discontinuities, comparable fre
quency distributions were obtained from boreholes, tunnels and at
the surface. The same four systems dominate everywhere (Table 19):

Sl+S2 S3 K2(+L) K1, K3

Surface 65 5 10 20

GTS tunnel 54 13 17 16
(6/10)

Boreholes 48 16 9 27
(12/15)

Table 19: Frequency distribution for joints within the four main
discontinuity systems

The rarer occurrence of 53-structures at the surface can be
explained as follows:

- The 53-structures are less marked at the surface and therefore
more difficult to recognise. The relative absence of 53 could
be a local phenomenon since 5TECK (1968a) and CHOUKROUNE and
GAPAI5 (1983) frequently observed 53-structures.
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4.7.4

4.7.5

- The spatial orientation of the GT5 tunnel sections could have
led to a situation which is more favourable for identifying 53
structures.

- Thanks to the very efficient logging techniques used on dri 11
cores, the 53-structures are well-defined, despite the fact that
the driling directions often form an acute angle to 53.

It is worth noting that, from a statistical point of view, a large
scale regional phenomenon can not be identified in any of the three
measurement fields. The Grimsel area is characterised mainly by
51+52 and K2 structures (see chapter 4.6) and it would therefore be
expected that K2 would dominate over K3.

Mineralisation of joints

The identification of joint coatings allows a more refined and
reliable division of the discontinuities into systems. The data
from core-logging could not be supplemented by data from tunnel or
surface measurements. At the surface, most joi nt coat ings have
been removed by weathering.

Discontinuity apertures

It is often difficult to tell from studies of drill-cores whether a
fracture in the core is due to a non-cohesive discontinuity in the
rock or to the actua 1 dri 11 ing process. The surface observat ions
can be of assistance here. The connectivity or intactness of the
rock can be seen from the surface and is accentuated by weathering
and pressure relief.
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4.7.6

4.7.7

The comparison between surface and underground findings will also
have to be taken into account when considering the long-term
behaviour of the rock body.

Extent of the discontinuities

The surface observations provide a basic framework for determining
the extent of discontinuities, the validity of which has still to
be verified for laboratory conditions. The interpretation of iso
lated exposures underground can be improved with the mapping of
typical intersection patterns at the surface.

Discontinuity spacings

Discontinuity spacings were calculated from surface profiles (for
the whole area) and from selected boreholes (for individual areas
of the GTS). The measurements are not yet directly comparable:

- Depend i ng on the tecton ic styl e of the rock, the fo llowing
va1ues were determi ned from surface data for the four ma in
systems:

a) Thicknesses of less jointed zones;
b) Thicknesses of jointed zones;
c) Discontinuity spacings within jointed zones.

A jointing pattern can be built up using these values.

- The discontinuity spacings for the different systems were calcu
lated from core-logs. The occurrence of the joints in sets can
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4.7.8

be derived from this information. In a further analysis, the

values a) to c) above will have to be calculated.

Since the underground data were measured a long comp lete profi les

(i.e. those not obscured by vegetation or detritus), they generally

provide more reliable information on the thicknesses of less

jointed zones. It is generally assumed that evaluation of surface

profiles gives minimum values for these thicknesses.

Movements

Evidence of movements along discontinuities is found fairly fre

quently. However, movement directions are difficult to define and

the opportunities for determining the amount of displacement are

rare. Either no age sequence at all, or often only one which is

contradictory, is all that can be recognised from many joint inter

sections.

Surface measurements provide statistically proven movement direc

tions only for the Geisschale (an S2-fracture zone). At other

locations, evidence of multi-phase movements in different direc

tions can be found.

Appropriate tunnel mapping underground should provide more informa

tion on movements than that which could be derived from the drill

cores.

4.8 Preliminary approaches to modelling the Juchlistock

With regard to modelling the structures in the vicinity of the GTS,

approaches exist in three different dimensions.
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4.8.1

In the Grimsel area there is a regional structural pattern which
outlines the Juchlistock as a unit. In the area of the
Juchlistock, a local structure pattern can be derived from surface
and tunnel measurements, which controls the conditions at the GTS.
This in turn forms the framework for a small-scale model developed
from surface and underground observations, from which the form and
volume of an "average" unjointed rock body can be derived.

Large-scale disturbed zones

As already mentioned in Chapter 4.6.1, the Grimsel area is charac
terised by a network of large-scale structures which generally
str ike 60 0 NE and 60 0 NW. Based on th is, the Juch1i stock can be
defined along four marked lineaments which are characterised mor
phologically by increased erosion (Figure 39, p. 100); they are as
follows:

Grimse 1 Lake - course of river Aare and Rater ichsboden lake
which form the south and east boundaries,

- The Bachlisbach which forms the north boundary,

- The morphologically less clear line Bachl isboden - Juchli
Grimsel lake which forms the west boundary.

Discontinuities in the S1+S2 direction dominate in this rock body~
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4.8.2

4.8.3

Correlation of structures in the tunnel and at the surface

Strong1y jo inted zones in the tunne1 can be corre1ated wi th mor
phologically marked structures at the surface (see longitudinal
profile in Appendix 16). If the longitudinal profile is supple
mented by the spatial course of the jointed zones recognisable from
the surface, the block diagram in Appendix 17 results. A separa
tion of prisms delimited by K- and S-zones (usually K2 and S2) can
clear1y be seen. The 1amprophyres appear as an element runni ng
obliquely to this in the laboratory zone. They are generally
intersected by SI+52 structures and are dragged along K2 struc
tures.

The change from Centra 1 Aare gran i te in the north to Gr imse 1

granodiorite in the south is not associated with any noticeable
change in the structural pattern. This lithological transition was
therefore not taken into consideration in this block diagram.

Discontinuity spacings

When evaluating the surface data, a classification of jointing was
suggested which divided the rock into strongly-, slightly- and non
jointed zones. In so far as this division, which is based on sur
face factors (weathering, erosion) can be applied underground,
drill-core and tunnel data are to be analysed accordingly.

With regard to the 4 main discontinuity systems, these data provide
information on the thicknesses of the differingly jointed areas and
on the frequency of joint intersections.
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5 WATER CIRCULATION IN THE GTS

5.1 Circulation pathways of the water in the rock

Direct observation of the circulation pathways of groundwater was
possible in the unventilated laboratory tunnel shortly after it had
been excavated. The water inflow points were charted systemati
cally (Appendices 3 and 8).

The water flow is concentrated almost exclusively in dis
continuities. Table 20 and Figure 40 show the frequency of water
flow for the individual discontinuity systems.

Number of water- Number of water-
Pl ace of Total Number of beari ng bearing

observati on investigated di scont i nui ties di sconti nui ti es discontinuities
consi dered in $1.52. L

Tunne 1 Surface Total per m2 Total Proport i on of

m' m2 tunnel water-beari ng
wall di sconti nui ti es

Laboratory 773 8500 320 114 (35%) 0.013 91 (28%) 80%
tunne1
(excavated)

BK/GS cavern 65 820 175 11 ( 6%) 0.013 8 (4.5%) 73%
(blasted)

Table 20: Water flow from discontinuities in the laboratory tun
nel (L = lamprophyre/granite contact).

The systems $1+$2 and the lamprophyre/granite contacts clearly
dominate. Hardly any water was observed in the tunnel for the dis
continuities K1 , K2 and K3 • In the cavern blasted for the fracture
system flow test, there was local water flow in the K1 dis
continuities which are in direct contact here with a close-by 51+52

fracture zone.
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s,

L

ZK

Number of discontinuities
o ~ ~ 100

Legend

Loborotory tunnel- excavated

BK tunnel - blasted

L
Number of discontinuit ies observed

Open discontinuities
--Number of water bearing

discontinuities

Figure 40: Water flow in the discontinuity systems in the

laboratory tunnel.

51+52 and L form I for the most part I steep fracture zones wh i ch

penetrate the who le of the Juch 1i stock mass if. At the surface I
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these systems often form marked graben and channe1s (so-ea 11 ed
"Che len", Figure 14B, p. 50) due to the increased incidence of
weather i ng. Snow-me1t and ra in-water can penetrate into the
mountain at these locations or lake-water can infiltrate into the
ground below the storage lakes. These systems form the main
infiltration pathways for the water into the mountain but this does
not mean that only these systems are wet. It must rather be
assumed that the whole rock body with all its joint systems is
water-bearing. However, many joints appear to be dry because they
are closed or healed and their permeability is so low that the wet
ness is hardly detectable.

It is surprising that the tension joints, which are restricted in
extent, are very often water-bearing. There are various reasons
for this:

- The tension joints are linked with large porous, hydrothermally
1eached rock zones and dra i n these as soon as they are
encountered;

- The tension joints can be linked with other more dominant dis
continuity systems.

Tension joints often occur in the vicinity of lamprophyre contacts.
Since the 1amprophyres are preferential water pathways, it is not
surprising that the tension joints in their vicinity are very wet.

5.2 Groundwater discharge

The most significant groundwater exfi1tration points in the main
access tunnel of the KWO and at the GTS were observed systemati
cally over a period of 5 years (1983-1987). The profile in
Appendix 16 gives an overview of the measurement locations and the
data are presented in Appendices 18 and 19.
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5.2.1 Water flow into the main access tunnel

Table 21 gives the results of measurements of water exfiltration.

Groundwater Average S min. max. T abs , T Vertical Type of
exfiltration exfil trat ion Dev. (S) in % exfi ltration exfi ltrati on (average) Variation overburden hydrograph

(I~) of M measured measured curve
(Tm) (~/min ) (~/min) (%) (~/min) (t/min) ( 'C) (±'C) (m)

Hauptzugangsstollen

709 1.46 0.06 5 1.3 1.6 9.1 0.9 250 1

927 0.14 0.01 7 0.1 0.13 10.6 2.3 310 1

1698 1.10 0.03 3 0.98 1.18 9.4 0.8 420 1

1755 1.12 0.06 5 0.9 1.2 9.3 0.6 360 1

1792 0.24 0.01 4 0.2 0.28 8.9 0.6 300 1

1845 0.27 0.02 7 0.2 0.32 8.7 0.9 250 1

1846 0.33 0.04 12 0.25 0.42 8.7 0.8 250 2

2076 6.2 1.1 18 4.2 8.4 7.6 0.8 100 2

2171 0.45 0.05 11 0.35 0.56 7.8 0.6 85 2

2244 1.35 0.20 14 1.1 2.4 7.8 0.7 80 2

2280 1.26 0.16 13 1.1 2.0 7.5 1.0 80 2

2288 2.10 0.19 9 1.7 2.5 7.0 0.8 80 2

2300 0.32 0.09 28 0.23 0.55 7.7 0.6 80 2

2302 0.75 0.14 19 0.4 1.1 7.7 0.6 80 2

2314 0.39 0.29 75 0.03 1.95 7.6 0.6 80 2

Test Site

A95 0.31 10.9 1.4

BK left 0.16 11.6 1.5

BK right 1.07 11.7 0.9

L217 0.0001 - -

Table 21: Statistical evaluation of the groundwater exfiltration
and temperatures (measurement period 1983-1987;
measurements initially weekly, later monthly).

With regard to quantities of water discharge, two different types
of hydrograph curve can be distinguished (Appendix 18):
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5.2.2

- Type 1 is character i sed by very sma 11, a1most undetectab1e
variations in the measurement error range. The corresponding
water exfiltration points lie beneath a large rock overburden of
more than 250 m. External influences such as climate or changes
in water-level in the lakes do not have any noticeable effect on
the water exfiltration.

- Type 2 shows more or less clear periodical variations. These are
manifested as a significant increase in water flow in the second
ha1f of the year due to the effects of the snow-me1t wh ich
begins in June. Most of the groundwater discharge points
affected lie within the sphere of influence of Lake Grimsel. A
rise in the level of the lake causes an increase in water pres
sure and leads to increased wetting of the fracture zones which
lead into the lake. Both factors could be the reason for the
increase in exfiltration in autumn. The water discharge points
for type 2 lie beneath an overburden of less than 250 m.

The groundwater temperatures increase considerably with increasing
overburden. In the range of inf1uence of Lake Gr imse 1, they are
around 7°C and, in the GTS, around 10°C.

Water discharge in the GTS

When planning the GTS, a 11 dry11 rock zone was consciously selected.
The geological profile in Appendix 16 shows clearly that water flow
observed at the GTS is generally low. The areas flanking the frac
ture system flow test, BOSB 80001 and the decompressed zone
test/vent i 1at ion test are an except ion. In these areas, fracture
zones with large quantities of water were encountered.
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GTS ZONE Discharge Specific discharge
Q,/min Q,/min per open

Borehole Tunnel Metres per m' discontinuity

Fractl!lre BK 1.4
system flow

BOSB 80001 0-80 0.03 0.0003
80-85 0.07 0.014 0.004
85-90 0.02 0.0045 0.006
90-95 1.4 0.28 0.05
95-100 0.65 0.13 0.04

Heating test BOSB 80002 3-10 0 0 0
10-35 0 0 0
35-36 0.0002 0.00009 0.0002
36-49 0 0 0
49-58 0.015 0.0016 0.0009
58-73 0 0 0
73-76 0.002 0.001 0.002
76-95 0.004 0.0002 ?
95-100 0.0006 0.0001 0.00008

BOSB 80003 5-16 0.001 0.0001 ?
17-36 0.0008 0.00004 ?
37-42 0.005 0.001 0.0003
43-73 0.0013 0.00004 0.0001
74-75 0.012 0.012 0.003
76-93 0.0013 0.00007 ?
94-100 0 0 0

BOSB 80004 0-100 0.06 0.0006 0.003

Excavation AU 0.25
effects

Ventilation
BOSB 80005 0-100test

Total 0.17 0.0017 0.0017

BOSB 80006 65-75 0.003
75-85 0.0016
85-95 0.0003

175-185 0.0125
185-195 0.023

Total 0-195 0.05 0.0003 0.001

BOSB 83001 30-40 0.0001
45-55 0.0005
90-100 0.0001

130-140 0.45 0.045 0.016

Total 0-140 0.5 0.0035 0.007

Underground BOUS 85001 0-150 0.02 0.0001 0.0012
seismics BOUS 85002 0-150 0.65 0.0043 0.0056

BOUS 85003 0-150 5.1 0.0340 0.0911

Table 22: Water discharge observed at the GTS. The measurements
in the boreho les were carried out in packed-off sec
tions. 0 indicates sporadic, very low and not exactly
measurable discharge. The specific discharge per joint
was calculated using drill-core logs. In areas marked
?, no open joints were identified.
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Table 22 gives the results of discharge measurements. The amounts

are:

- 0-12 ml/min • ml borehole (in BOSB 80001 up to 280 ml/min • ml
)

- 0.1-3 ml/min per open discontinuity (in BOSB 80001 up to 50

ml/min)

5.2.3 Variations in discharge in the GTS

As can be seen from Appendix 19, the discharge from boreho1es BOSB
80002, 80003 and 80004 remains constant over long time periods. In
contrast to th is, in the wet zones at BOSB 80001, 80005, 80006,

83001 and A 96, there is a more or less abrupt drop in the dis
charge. This drop is caused on the one hand by the drainage effect
of excavation work in the immediate vicinity of the boreho1es in
question (ventilation tunnel at BOSB 80005, 80006 and 83001) and,
on the other hand, by direct dra inage of the rock body concerned
(BOSB 80001 and AU 95). At BOSB 80001, a decrease in the joint
apertures as a result of settlement of the rock (due to temporary
remova 1 of the hydrau 1ic pressure of over 40 bars) cou 1d be a
reason for the decrease in discharge.
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GEOLOGICAL MAP AND PROFILE OF THE HASLITAL
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Central Aare granite
ZAGr

Grimsel granodiorite

GrGr Aplite Kersantite

Lamprophyre
Spessartite

Occurence
(l arge- sca 1e)

WSW-ENE-striking granitic body
>100 km long and max. 8-10 km
wide (550 km 2 surface area):
forms core zone of the Aar
Massif.

restricted to the Grimsel
area, around 20 km long and
max. 3 km wide (30-40 km 2
surface area), gradual
transition to ZAGr to the S.

widespread dykes cm to dm
thick in ZAGr, up to m thick
in GrGr.

dykes occurring less frequently in ZAGr than in GrGr

Macroscopic
characteristics

light metagranite, fine- to
medium-grained, equigranular
to weakly porphyritic, massive
to clearly parallel texture;
few blocks.

dark metagranite to metagrano
diorite, relatively coarse
grained, prophyritic massive
or more frequently parallel
textured (augen gneiss type);
rich in basic blocks.

light dense fine-grained
granitic rock.

dark dense fine-grained rock occurring exclusively as dykes.
Kersantite: biotite »hornblende, spessartite: hornblende>
biotite; almost exclusively kersantite in the Grimsel rock.

Mineralogical
composition
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PETROGRAPHY OF THE ROCKS

deformed, sometimes largely recrystallised
microcline, partly replaced by muscovite
altered to albite ± epidote ± muscovite

deformed and recrystallised, partly chloritised
alteration product of biotite; fine-grained Chl
aggregates in tension joints and altered adjoining rock
accumulated on S-surfaces, with Chl and Ep in bands;
replaces Kf in strongly deformed rock areas

: secondary, mainly an alteration product of PlagEp

Hgl

Qz
Kf
Plag:

Bi
Chl

Microscopic
characteristics

GRIMSEL TEST SITE DAT.: ENCLOSURE 4



Central Aare granite Grimse1-Granodiorite Ap1ite Lamprophyre Hydrothermally altered
granodiorites

S8 1 S8 2 S8 2 S8 3 S8 4 S8 5 S8 5 S8 6 S8 6 S8 6 S8 5 S8 3 S8 3 S8 3 S8 4 S8 6 S8 6 S8 6 S8 6
74.98 m 14.00 m 74.00 m 93.00 m 72.20 m 35.96 m 39.20 m 48.98 m 59.00 m 75.97 m 39.20 m 34.11 m 38.02 m 71.90 m 28.70 m 48.98 m 49.35 m 75.97 m 80.15 m

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 5) 6)

Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% \~t. % Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.%

Si O2 74.65 69.56 74.67 68.65 71.22 67.95 67.76 69.90 65.35 66.57 66.66 75.84 48.09 51.03 57.08 69.90 64.22 66.57 66.86

Ti O2 0.20 0.41 0.16 0.42 0.41 0.58 0.61 0.44 0.51 0.56 0.47 0.11 1.44 1.22 0.85 0.44 0.65 0.56 0.66

A1 20 3 13.14 14.72 12.78 15.21 13.88 15.04 15.20 14.48 17.03 16.10 14.73 12.29 16.89 15.43 14.55 14.48 18.28 16.10 16.94

Fe 2 0 3 total 1.39 2.98 1.13 2.97 2.60 3.44 3.58 2.71 3.30 3.61 4.10 0.81 9.93 9.12 6.61 2.71 2.22 3.61 1.21

Mn 0 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.02 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.03

Mg 0 0.24 0.69 0.18 0.69 0.56 1.27 0.54 0.76 0.91 0.88 0.12 0.04 7.85 7.50 5.62 0.76 0.53 0.88 0.25

Ca 0 1.01 2.08 0.93 1.97 1.84 1.85 1.29 1.71 2.56 2.83 6.99 0.89 6.30 7.49 7.14 1.71 2.59 2.83 2.18

Na 20 3.88 4.52 3.69 4.59 3.87 4.01 4.57 3.98 4.90 4.84 3.95 3.32 3.74 1.66 2.67 3.98 6.48 4.84 5.57

K20 4.70 3.47 4.83 4.03 3.91 4.03 3.77 4.59 3.56 3.35 1.57 5.33 1.45 3.91 2.81 4.59 3.66 3.35 4.21

P203 0.07 0.13 0.05 0.13 0.12 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.15 0.03 0.47 0.37 0.33 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.18

Cr2 0 3 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 0.05 0.03 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

0.31 0.49 0.38 0.60 0.53 0.81 0.78 0.45 0.84 0.60 0.69 0.24 2.79 1.50 1.72 0.45 0.60 0.60 0.49

· i
(

i
Ni 0

Loss of
ignition

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

ignition 98.92 99.15 98.84 99.35 99.01 99.24 99.36 99.22 99.20 99.60 99.52 98.92 99.21 99.48 99.57 99.22 99.46 99.60 98.58

1) Grlmse1 granodlorlte wlth alteratlon to epldote

2) Spessartite

3) Kersantite

4) Spessartite/Kersantite

5) unaltered rock

6) altered rock

Vo~umetric [g/cm3] 2 70
welght . 2.36 2.72 2.51
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STRESS MEASUREMENTS IN BOREHOLE BOGS 84041 A
(BGR, PAHL et al. 1986)
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DISCONTINUITY SPACINGS IN THE LABORATORY TUNNEL
ZONE AND IN THE GS AND BK AREAS
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